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CHAPTER  1 

CLOUD COMPUTING APPROACH 

1.1 Admittance to Cloud Computing Paradigm 

The involvements of HTC and HPC metrics shows cloud computing stands on the 

base line of utility computing.  The ensemble techniques and approaches of 

distributed computing can also be feasibly adopted in cloud computing platform.  

Cloud can be categorized as three types where the private cloud is purposefully 

oriented for an organization in which all the administrative tasks are within the 

administrative boundaries. Public cloud can be termed as utility model for providing 

of services with on demand basis. Hybrid cloud aggregates with the composite 

features of private and public cloud where multi tenant service utilizations are 

initiated with domain based rules.  The adoption of cloud exhibits the advantages 

resources and minute initial capital investment and with respect to consumer 

perspective low maintenance for hardware and software, better illusion of 

virtualization and scalability of resources.   

The cloud paradigm admits the features of responding to the real time resource 

utilizations with a high availability rate on demand.  Cloud computing obeys batch 

processing task efficiently with parallel operational analyses. The cloud paradigm 

emphasised with an internet medium where the applications and data can be used with 

the salient features of enabled virtualization.  The distinguished features of cloud 

computing with related to grid computing are classified in managing of resources, 

need of virtualization, security issues, application model and business model. In the 

context of comparing cloud computing to the grid cloud enables flexible pay and use 

model, simultaneous resource sharing, providing of encapsulation with abstraction 

towards virtualization.  The cloud service tag is mainly represented with three service 

models one is SaaS, examples are Google apps and salesforece.com second is PaaS, 

examples are Google app engine and windows azure, finally third is IaaS, examples 

are virtualization, Amazon EC2and S3.  In notifying the advantages of cloud 

applications Amazon EC2 for IaaS service plays a pivot role in deploying the ZEN 

architecture.  This Amazon EC2 uses S3 service for storage tasks.  Google app engine 
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is mainly oriented on web application that deploys Google architecture facilities 

supported by java and python languages.  The application from these engines follows 

requesting and replying approach.  Windows azure is a feasible .net language library 

which is flexible for PaaS.  The applications from windows azure can be easily 

deployed in Microsoft data centres.  This windows azure exhibits computing service, 

storage facilities and fabric controlled service.  The computing service supports 

multiple users with multiple applications and their roles are categorized as web role 

instance, working role instance.  The storage service in windows azure is 

distinguished with storing of binary data, storing of unstructured data as an organized 

storage tables and promoting the message in queue structure.  The outages in cloud 

computing exposes scalability, availability, reliability, power consumptions, data logs, 

data recovery, policy monitoring, and security concerns.[1] 

The abnormal changes in computational scenario make the IT enterprise step 

into the outsourcing management which transforms into cloud services.  The raise in 

technology platforms in the context of HTC and HPC produces the adoptability 

features of cloud in a scalable manner.  The outsourcing orientation is an initiation 

task for globalization and win in the competitive computational markets.  The 

achievement of outsourcing outcomes with enabling of lower cost spends for the 

infrastructure, instant development approach, quality assurance, performance metrics 

and service deploying and acquiring from different geographical locations.  The cloud 

computing enables hardware and software services managed in the network based on 

pay as you use.  Generally cloud computing show case different service models like 

SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS where SaaS is the highest abstraction level tagged with WWW 

service with heterogeneous applications that can be used at ERP and supply chain 

approaches.   

PaaS is a middle level abstraction used for computational connectivity, 

accessing and controlling process.  Operating systems play as a ideal role to justify for 

this service.  IAAS is a hardware layer service which is enabled with heterogeneity of 

resources like storage, memory etc., which can be utilized according to the 

preferences with the concept of virtualization.  The discussion of cost benefit 

approaches, performance related tasks can be accomplished with economic strategies 

which deal with utilization of resources in many to many and one to many fashion.   
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As the cloud computing enable virtualization a balanced infrastructure support may be 

established feasibly by the demand of the consumers which exhibits the salient feature 

of elasticity.  An ideal prominent task enabled in cloud computing is total cost 

minimization and acquiring of ownership privileges in a shared infrastructure.  Cloud 

computing with its sophisticated approaches mingle into different business scenarios 

where the business with limited budget, maximizing customer satisfaction levels with 

innovative strategies, complex IT operations with high capital expenditure, risk in 

handling of heavy operations and monitoring tasks in automatic failure systems.  The 

adoption of cloud computing was globally accepted practice in most of the IT related 

computational sectors as a value added service.  The provocation issues in cloud 

computing address privacy, security, availability, performance, data integrity, 

monitoring compliance and standards maintenance. [2] 

1.2 Cloud Computing Beneficences 

Adopting cloud computing addresses many advantages ie., cost optimization of 

resource utilization, security, privacy, mobility flexibilities, improved quality, 

preventing of data loss that occurred through risks, updating software automatically 

etc. 

1.2.1 Software as Service: The information related to customers and companies is 

now stored into cloud and there where the concern towards the security of data stored 

in cloud raised.  Every organization understood the reality that by just entering into 

the cloud they can increase their infrastructure resources.  Cloud data security became 

the top challenge which reduces cloud adoption.  Monitoring and managing data in 

cloud are not trustable which raised to many problems like accessibility issues, 

virtualization issues, privacy issues, caused by third party, integrity issues, data leak 

etc,. the following security challenges are identified to be very specific and they are 

third party resources security, data security, security on data transmission and 

application security.  SaaS, PaaS and IaaS are the service delivery models which are 

used by the cloud to provide services to the end users.  These service delivery models 

are arranged one above the other starting from bottom infrastructure as a service 

(IaaS) which is built on with platform as a service (PaaS) PaaS is built on with 

software as a service (SaaS).   
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All the three services have their individual security issues.  SaaS enables the 

level of accessing applications which are posted remotely by the service 

provider over the Internet.  In the debate of SaaS security features the origin of 

authorization and authentication of services should be carefully embossed on the data 

sharing issues.  The considerable parameters for data security in SaaS consider the 

access of data with segregation, integration and data locality.  Most of the SaaS 

services enables web applications which provocative data confidentiality.  The 

adoption of SaaS services by the consumer judges the availability rate and backup 

features.  The concept of securing data in SaaS for small enterprises highlight the 

issues like access control weak points, weak storage, improper configurations and 

cookie manipulations.  The SaaS services takes the internet as a carrier medium for 

service delivery where this service level should have validating check points about 

session management, network packet analysis and SSL configurations.   

The SaaS model should maintain the data privacy issues to its check bounds 

and provides reliability to the customer satisfaction level.  The task of data integrity in 

SaaS services represents database acid properties to deploy data integrity.  The data 

segregation issue in SaaS approach is ensured with different segregations to avoid 

malicious modification at applicative level.  The SaaS data segregation issues should 

be enriched with finding of faults in an SQL injection and validation of data.  The data 

confidentiality issues in SaaS elevate privacy and personal information, location 

information, and legal uncertainties.  As the SaaS services enables web as a major 

carrier medium that triggers security issues are application service at forty percent 

rate, known vulnerabilities as eighteen percent, operating service issue as twenty four 

percent etc.  The administrative task in SaaS approach is identity management which 

can be differentiated as pure identity approach, user access approach, and service 

approach.  Broadly identity management was segmented into independent, credential 

and federated.  Each of these segmented tasks has their own pros and cons related to 

security. [3] 

1.2.2 About Provenance: Provenance can be used for heterogeneous applications 

which show the importance of focusing on manipulated data.  Provenance stores 

crucial information related to scientific complex data.  The interest on desired data 

and its changes with an event of actions are captured with granularity approach as 
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coarse grained and fine grained.  The content of the provenance and its execution 

behaviour can be considered by the workflow figures.  The information of provenance 

can also be tracked by automated and non automated process and identify the 

information in between different layers.  In the maintenance of provenance tracking of 

input data with a maximum authentication level and interoperability levels are 

validated.  The system issue of provenance considers storage level.  The usage of 

provenance termed with interactions involved by the user retrieving levels of data 

with queries and fault finding. [4] 

In finding the provenance data links web based approaches plays a pivot role 

where the interoperable issues are show case frequently.  The recognition of linking 

provenance data impacts on reproducibility of results that targets the interoperability 

issues.  The interoperability issue challenges deals with artifacts, processes and 

agents.  As these artifacts are generated by process, the agenda of constituting open 

provenance model deals relational database approaches shows their importance.  

Many examples on provenance data infrastructure, OPM extensions, provenance data 

querying are discussed to extract solution.  The issue of interoperability in the content 

of data linking intensifies the identification challenges and infrastructure challenges.  

The best optimal solution strategies can be practised to solve web based provenance 

linking that triggers provenance data furnishing, linking data in the provenance for 

furnishing, enabling graph models and data centric computations. [5] 

1.2.3 Trust in Provenance:  Cloud elevates with the tag line of pay for the utilization 

of resources which relied on two factors trust and reputation. The cloud provider, 

cloud consumer, cloud broker and cloud auditor has to show case trust in delivering of 

service, utilization of service and in monitoring of quality of service.  The cloud 

computing is segmented into three parts like services, deployment models and cloud 

stake holders (cloud provider, cloud consumer, cloud broker and cloud auditor and 

cloud carrier as per NIST). In the process of adopting cloud computing many 

uncertainties and many misconceptions are questioned. The optimal solutions for 

most of these uncertainties is establishing of trust which solves the hindrances 

between cloud stake holders.  The SLA plays a pivot role between cloud stake holders 

for triggering truthful and trust worthy information.   
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The cloud computing enables trust facilitator by pinpointing many 

communication entities between stake holders which yield an economic growth.  The 

scenario of reputation depends on empirical experiences, events and actions involved 

between stake holders as per their initial agreement.  The trust can be established by 

four operational tasks using SLAs, the commitments and initiation standards can be 

specified at each level of services.  Audits ensure lower security concerns which are 

correlated in between the stake holders.  Metric assessment accomplished with 

customer behaviours, feedback and comparisons.  Incorporating self assessment 

delivers the idea of competencies between different stake holders and discusses the 

capabilities and standards where the stake holders generate.  In fulfilling of trust in 

an auditor based standard, portability and interoperability depended on security and 

performance approaches.  The need of trust may accompany in multiple contents and 

multiple criteria objectives.  The trust can be evaluated with interior approach, 

exterior approach and user feedback. [6] 

The mechanisms involved for the data control in cloud environment is a hurdle 

task to retrieve sensitive data by the consumer.  The part of trust relationships play a 

major role in cloud environment to specify data control by empowering audit ability 

and encryptions which benefits to the data ownership.  The inability of data owners 

raises the evidential questions to stream line cyber security attacks.  Many realistic 

incidents which are prone to cyber securities breach situations like migrating mobile 

camera to public cloud, un authorized undertaking of G-Talk services.  The model 

STRATUS resembles security technology returns accountability, trust and user centric 

service which can be comprised with four segments auditing of data with transparency 

, processing and storing of data with privacy concerns, rapid detection of malicious 

actions, rapid recovery from un known events with resilience.  The proposed 

STRATUS approach examines the above discussed four segments with an appropriate 

projections which intensifies the protection levels for the above discussed data control 

problems in cloud [7]  

1.2.4 Cloud monitoring: Effective and efficient monitoring states to be mandatory 

for managing huge and complex infrastructures and all the current mechanisms are in 

lag regarding detailed analysis on cloud monitoring.  NIST and cloud community 
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stated the following a) essential characteristics: on demand self service, broad 

network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, measured service. b) Service 

models: based on the service type there are three models infrastructure as service 

(IAAS), platform as a service (PAAS), and software as a service (SaaS). c) There are 

two types of hosting internal and external d) deployment models: based on the cloud 

location they are categorized as private cloud, public cloud, community cloud and 

hybrid cloud. e) Roles: cloud developers support various roles like cloud auditor, 

cloud service provider, cloud service carrier, cloud service broker, cloud service 

consumer.  Challenges in cloud computing can be a) provision  replace of scalability, 

managing complex infrastructures d) performance analysis. To overcome these 

challenges fine grain monitoring and performance measuring techniques are required.   

 

Fig 1.2.4.1 Conceptual view of Audit trails Outcomes 

The above diagram gives various perspectives that address the key issues of audit 

trails. The audit trail is encompassed with provocation parameters like trust, security 

and privacy where it utilizes the cloud computing services and data provenance 

services as inputs. The enrichment of Audit trails for performance audit reveals 

monitoring of economy, effectively and efficiency of services. An audit trail is that 

which outcomes an independent transparent assessment of services in cloud 
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environment.  Most of the audit trails are constructive in cloud environment which 

showcase trust, privacy, security and quality attributes assessment. 

Need of monitoring enables with continuous monitoring of cloud and SLA 

which enhance performance monitoring and quality of service offerings between 

consumer and provider.  Cloud auditor is the one who takes care of monitoring 

through continuous auditing. Based on the SLA specifications, cloud service provider 

guarantees quality of service offerings.  It is very essential to monitor in fine grain 

manner as the virtual resources migrate between the virtual machines and also due to 

dynamic network conditions.  To certify SLA compliance while auditing cloud 

monitoring is the most essential task. Monitoring plays a key role for both consumer 

and provider with respect to provider, monitoring helps to do billing and with respect 

to consumer monitoring helps to compare different service providers and also to track 

their own usage.  The monitoring scenario of cloud computing is distinguished with 

the service levels and their significant utilization of resources.   

Many monitoring plug-ins in cloud computing elevates the fault issues and 

performance issues.  The utilization of resources, availability of resources considers 

consumers heterogeneous preferences related to the improving of performance 

management. The hosting services of the service provider enriched with security 

patterns spread in service utilizations with strict conditional monitoring approaches 

that elevates the security topology involvement.  The identified active pieces with 

discussed in many conceptual levels of cloud layers.  The major stake holders in cloud 

platform addresses data centres and their physical network topologies, linking patterns 

in between clouds, operational strategy of hardware, physical and virtual machine in 

operating system mode, exhibiting the prominent importance about the middle ware in 

terms of PASS and SaaS service model and finally applicative user correlated tasks 

are examined.  The earlier cloud monitoring strategies encompassed with system 

based and guest based metrics which evaluates internal and external complexit ies of 

virtual machines for communication.   

The monitoring levels are further notices as high and low depending on the 

utilization of resources. Monitoring at high level deals with the context of 
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virtualization where as monitoring at low level deals with hardware, power 

consumption etc.  In the part of testing metric in cloud platform is categorized into 

computations related through throughput and network. Computation related test 

metric involves with concurrent use of resources, input and output, memory.  This 

type of metrics can also be carried with the association of third parties (auditors). 

Network based metrics deals with bandwidth, congestion in the network, jitter 

functions etc.  Cloud computing differs with grid and cluster paradigms where the 

complexities in the cloud platform exhibits more compared to grid and cluster.  The 

transparency in different services of cloud platform maintains restricted relationship 

for monitoring dynamic utilization of resources at heterogeneous levels.   The design 

architectures which are scalable in grid and cluster platforms are adopted in cloud 

platform to enhance the critical characteristics of elasticity and adoptability.   

The properties of scalability and elasticity are resembled for cloud monitoring 

demonstrates the salient features of scalability with metric aggregation and filtering.  

The elasticity nature in cloud monitoring perspective deals with prominent issues of 

availability, reliability, resilience factors to track the resources and their migration 

levels.  The property of adoptability and timelines are the paramount issues in cloud 

monitoring discussions deals with bulk amount of data processing, inclusion of 

sampling intervals and number of resources monitored.  The peculiar property 

automaticity tagged with cloud monitoring sequence deploys triggering situation 

alertness and controlling the conditional looping procedures.  The advance properties 

involved in cloud monitoring process are range of extensibility, intrusiveness and 

comprehensiveness.  These properties undertake monitoring of different resources, 

trouble shooting natures occurred in resources and isolation of computations.  The 

diplomatic property embedded with cloud monitoring is accuracy.  This property 

deals with workload activities and data centres, metric procedures involved in 

virtualized environment.   

The cloud monitoring platforms are diversified as commercial and open 

source.  In the line of commercial based cloud monitoring platforms are like ANEKA, 

which was constituted with scalable middleware framework for application execution 

monitoring.  It supports heterogeneity of clouds which outcomes the elasticity and 

scalability features.  AZURE WATCH which is a user customized metric basing on 
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available data in the website and readily outcomes the property of adoptability and 

extensibility.  CLOUD WATCH tool relies on virtual platform monitoring and 

compose a statistical indications about the behaviour of the services and its event 

behaviours.  This tool outcome qualified metric timelines in different cloud layers.  

CLOUD KICK  rack space authorization involves in utilization rate of CPU in 

multiple cloud anatomies which can be adoptable for real-time strategies.  CLOUD 

STATUS integrated with different web and app engines which are helpful for 

consumer utilization of applications to study the method of performance and its 

incurred faults.  GROUND WORK this monitoring plat form is exposed with 

different heterogeneous plug-ins in a virtualization pattern of data centre.  The 

intensity of virt

cloud risks.  LOGIC MONITORING this monitoring is more adoptable for IAAS 

service which show case the accountable information acquired resources, provision 

resources and deleted resources. A dash board environment for more number of 

virtualized platforms can be coordinated for highlighting comprehensiveness property.  

MONITIS this is more flexible for cloud consumer about the resource utilization and 

performance analysis.  NIMSOFT this provides the dash board for different cloud 

monitoring with the aware of SLA in different data centres which exhibits the 

property of scalability.  In the line of open source cloud monitoring platforms are like 

CLOUD STACK ZEN PACK is a program scripted in java which can be feasibly 

adopted for huge virtual networks concluded with zenoss extensions called 

ZENPACK.  This tool can be easily enabled for different physical devises which 

undergoes virtual platforms.   

DARGOS this tool show the prominent resource monitoring approach in 

physical and virtual strategies of cloud.  The two main components are monitoring 

node and supervising node, the monitoring node acquires the information of different 

resources and their utilization levels.  Supervisor node takes the input of monitoring 

node data and sampling with time which in terms elevates the feature of intrusiveness.  

HYPEREC-HQ this tools was developed with the help of java script which supports 

for different operating system platforms for analyzing resource utilizations, service 

levels, and operational strategies.  NIMBUS is a pack of different tools for 

configurations and monitoring which is very compatible for IAAS.  Pull methods and 
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Push methods are the salient features available which outcomes the autonomic 

feature.  NAGIOS   tools supports for Amazon services and demonstrates the 

standardization for Ubuntu in IAAS.  This tool elevates the feature of extensibility to 

its best.   

PCMONS this targets the private cloud where the tool comprised with 

information gathering about a particular node involved in virtualization.  This tool 

contains integrator module per data cluster and integrator module for data monitoring.  

This tool consists of BM monitor and configuration initiations which rely on 

NAGIOS interface.  A server is dedicated for monitoring strategy of the above 

discussed events.  SENSU tool is an integrated pack oriented for message 

communication with middle wares and monitoring services.  A web based dashboard 

was enabled with querying protocol features.  The addressing factors of cloud 

performance and their services evaluated with dependability nature can be validated 

with different tools.  CLOUD SLEUTH tools integrates the salient features of 

reliability and timeliness in a web based scenario as the services are distributed to 

different geographical locations,  this is a parallel feasible platform for IAAS and 

SaaS providers in evaluation of different response times.  CLOUD HARMONY  is 

mainly public cloud oriented which exhibits with different bench mark information 

related to operating system, memory, input output, accessing of file systems and 

system overhead management etc.  

CLOUD STONE facilitates for web 2.0 applications and feasible for IAAS 

strategies.  The workload strategies of different resource utilizations bounded with 

markov chains which mainly focus on quality of service.  CLOUD CMP introduces 

by Duke University in coordination with Microsoft in considering cost benefit 

approach towards provider.  This performance tool endeavours with intra cloud 

facilities based on cloud instances and client executions.  CLOUD CLIMATE the 

depiction of different graphs on test runs with a web based approach for IAAS 

services are admitted generally.  The major feature provided by this tool is resilience.  

Cloud monitoring scenario clearly discuss in terms of testing metrics, salient features 

of cloud properties, cloud monitoring in commercial platforms, cloud monitoring in 

open source platforms and cloud performance in service accessing.  The cloud 

monitoring approach admits the importance of effectiveness and efficiency by cross 
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examining monitoring tools, architectures which outcomes the cost economic cloud 

model. [8]  

1.3 Cloud Computing Collaborators Delineation Outline 

 

Fig 1.3.1 Cloud Computing Colloborators Outline 
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SaaS Provider 
Billing Aria systems, evapt, OpSource, Redi2,Zuora 
Financials Concur, Xero, Workday, Beam4d 
Legal DirectLaw, Advologix, filos, Sertifi 
Sales Xactly, LucidEra, StreetSmarts, Success Metrics 

Desktop Productivity Zoho, IBM Lotus Live, Google Apps, Hyper Office, Microsoft Live, 
Cluster Seven 

Human Resources Taleo, Workday, iCIMS 
Content Management Clickability, SpringCM, Crown Point 
Collaboration Box.net,  DropBox, Zoho 

CRM Zoho, NetSuite, Parature, Responsys, RightNow, 
Salesforce.com, LiveOps, MSDynamics, Oracle on Demand 

Document Management NetDocuments, questys, DocLanding, Aconex, Xythos, 
Knowledge, TreeLive, SpringCM 

Backup & Recovery JungleDisk, Mozy, Zmanda Cloud Backup, Open RSM, 
Syncplicity 

Social Networks Ning, Zembly Amitive 

PaaS Provider 

General Purpose 
Force.com, Etelos, Long Jump AppJet, Rollbase, Bungee Labs 
Connect, Google App engine, Engine Yard, Caspio Qrimp, MS 
Azure Services Platform, The rackspace Cloud sites 

Intelligence Business 
Aster DB, Quantivo, Cloud Analytics, Blink Logic, K2 Analytics, 
Log XML, Oco, Panorama, Pivot Link, Clario Analytics, Cold Light 
Neuron, Infobright, Vertica 

Databases Google BigTable, amazon Simple DB, fathom DB, Microsoft SDS 

Integration 
 Amazon SQS, MuleSource Mule, On demand, Boomi, 
snapLogic, OpSource Connect, CastIron, Microsoft Biztalk 
Services, gnip, SnapLogic SaaS Solution Packs, Applan 
anywhere, HubSpan, Informatica On-Demand 

Development and Testing Keynote Systems, Mercury, SOASTA, SkyTap, Aptana, 
LoadStorm, Collabnet, Dynamsoft 

IaaS Provider 

Storage AmazonS3, Zetta, CTERA Portal, The rackspace cloud files, 
Nirvanix 

Compute 
Amazon EC2, Serve Path GoGrid, Elastra, The rackspace, Cloud 
Servers, Joyent Accelerators, AppNexus,Flexiscale, Elastichosts, 
hosting.com, Cloud Nine, Terremark, Grid Layer, iTriCiTY, 
Layered Tech, enomaly ECP 

Services Management Scalr, CohesiveFT, Ylastic, dynect, CloudFoundry, NewRelic, 
Cloud42 

Table 1.3(a) Chart of SaaS,PaaS,IaaS Provider with different domains 
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Cloud Service Brokers 

IaaS Right Scale, enStratus, Kaavo, Elastra, CloudKick, CloudSwitch 
NaaS (Network as a 
Service) 

Limelight Networks, Akamai, at&t, BT, Telstra, Verizon, 
Vodafone 

IPMaaS (Identity and Policy 
Management as a Service) PingIdentity, VMware Horizon, Symplified, Vordel 

DaaS(Desktop as a Service) StrikeIron, Datadirect 

Consultancy Brokers Blueworlf, Miles consulting, Cloud Avenue, 8KMiles, Booz, 
Allen, Hamilton, THINK strategies, Burstorm 

SaaS 

AppDirect, Jamcracker, Mercado Enterprise,Parallels 
Automation,Snow Commander,IBM Cloud Broker,Compute 
Next,Gravitant cloudmatrix,RackNap,DXC Agility Platform,AWS  
Service Catalog,StratoZone,Pax8 

Table 1.3(b) Chart of Cloud Service Brokers with different services 

 

In describing Fig 1.3.1 cloud computing colloborators are delineated to our problem 

boundaries and show case the outline information of different cloud platform services. 

we know that SaaS is meant for application service provisioning, PaaS is generally 

used for middle ware architectures and virtual platforms, IaaS is meant for physical 

service management architectures which can be used by different domains of PaaS 

and SaaS architectures.  A bunch of cloud auditors who do assessments by following 

standards and guidelines for the specific domain enterprises.  There are HIPAA, 

COBIT,SAS70, PCIDSS, NIST, FISMA and so on.   

These cloud auditors are tagged with trust mechanism attributes for the evaluation of 

trust in different architectures which are sapplication service provisioning, PaaS is 

generally used for middle ware architectures and virtual platforms, IaaS is meant for 

physical service management architectures which can be used by different domains of 

PaaS and SaaS architectures.  A bunch of cloud auditors who do assessments by 

following standards and guidelines for the specific domain enterprises.  There are 

HIPAA, COBIT,SAS70, PCIDSS, NIST, FISMA and so on.  These cloud auditors are 

tagged with trust mechanism attributes for the evaluation of trust in different 

architectures which are synchronized  to cloud monitors for different compliance 

analysis.  Trust relies on auditor assessment tasks in acqiring of data, querying of data 

and storing of data.  The elevation of cloud auditor assessments undertake the 

provenance data which contains meta data and log records. 
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  In the elevation of assessment cloud auditor can take a partnership with provenance 

media.  Provenance can be catageroized into many forms which can be modulated for 

that active specific applications.  In Table 1.3(a) SaaS provider, PaaS provider, and 

IaaS provider are exampled with some specific domains reference to that specific 

applications, tools and softwares.  In Table 1.3(b) Different cloud services canbe 

arbitrage by Cloud service brokers with some available tools, services, protocols and 

softwares.  From Table Char 1 and 2 lucid advantages are outlines to that particular 

providers and brokers. 

1.4 Provenance Challenging issues in Cloud Computing:  

The adoption of Provenance to the current technologies of Cloud environment 

exposes some challenges in the concept of data workflows, privacy issues, and 

security issues. We know provenance hold the metadata information which cannot be 

modified and the querying, analyzing and monitoring of data in provenance play a 

vital role in triggering of provocation issues of provenance. 

1.4.1 Workflow issues in Provenance: In the scenario of open provenance model 

trident approach shares the major role in managing of workflows in a provenance.  As 

trident workflow is a benchmarking platform as it derives the history of data products 

with verification strategy.  The workflows of the provenance consider by the trident 

composer with the help of dot net activity enabling.  The flow of data with 

dependencies control flow can be compared to the previous control flow activities.  

The trident bench mark hosted at HPC clusters, remote machines and local machines 

basing on elements generated by work flow engine activities.  The registry of this 

trident bench mark can be shared which consists of workflow logs, libraries, external 

data resources etc.   

The collection of provenance was carried in this trident benchmark which can 

be used for monitoring infrastructure services. The native provenance collection 

approach records the memory events, data flows, work flows and notifications 

parallels stored in the registry.  The Meta data of native provenance collected by 

trident is used for comparing the OPM open provenance model associated with 

different approaches like integrating with tightly coupled provenance data, integrated 

storage and querying which is loosely coupled.  This trident benchmark expresses that 
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attribute of maintaining data consistency, storage overhead performance and query 

performance with an interoperability features. [9] 

Provenance maintains Meta data where we can derive the history of workflows 

which can be interpreted for diagnosing changes in relational databases.  In the part of 

showcasing the provenance work flows at storage levels an entity relationship 

diagram was proposed on data base schema.  The identification different identifiers 

source, destination, key attributes, role of attributes, relationship type can be obtained 

from this ER based scenario.  The evaluation of above discussed ER points makes us 

burden less in dealing with complex situations.  The agenda of open provenance 

model deals with the above discussed techniques.  The insertion of data into the 

database in a relational spectrum defines the time complexity, data mapping etc.  Most 

of the relational database management approaches deals with the data retrieval based 

on SQL.  Reasoning and Querying based on rules and set of logic methods helps in 

retrieving of provenance data in an optimal manner. [10] 

A framework with an integrated provenance approach to solve the work flows 

in the distributed environment evaluates with many complexities.  The outline of data 

quality and maintaining the reliability are the key points for the integration of 

provenance.  The workflow in the distributed environment in the concern of 

provenance is a primary task in identification of user roles.  The approach of 

workflow monitoring in an integrated environment exhibits the highest level of 

interactions.  The distinguishing of internal and external provenance says that internal 

provenance conforms the workflow instances and relationships where as external 

provenance shows the input data and its workflows.  A provenance indexed service 

was accomplished on internal and external provenance to abolish the complexities 

involved in redundancy of data objects.  The architecture of integrated framework in 

service oriented distributed architectures tracks the provenance with scalable level.  

The provenance indexed service solves the challenges by making independent 

provenance services, recording provenance services.  Provenance index services 

deployed with data model, domain model and provenance service model.   The data 

model demonstrates the workflows of the input data objects which assures data 

quality.  The domain model demonstrates the external provenance data objects and 
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their mapping workflows.  The provenance service model encompasses with different 

useful interfaces in showcasing of data object parameters. [11] 

The current day computing environment exhibits the characteristics of HTC 

and HPC where atomicity plays a prominent role in provenance which consists of 

workflows in a pipelined fashion.  Generally atomicity refers either the event or 

transaction execution full or null.  The discussions of this atomicity in traditional 

transaction processing have an optimal solution where as in provenance the solutions 

are specific.  As data involved in provenance determined in a form of tuples with the 

help of query the data can be retrieved.  The management of atomicity in hierarchal 

workflows determines the actor, composite actor, data tokens and data channel 

represented in the context of use cases.  This atomicity management system deals with 

data dependencies and rounds where they tell us about the whole event at particular 

point of time.  There are some specific operations like reset for terminating the current 

round which can also be defined explicitly.  The token dependency graph was show 

cased about the rounds and its work flows.  The atomicity term with commit and abort 

operations on rounds for an explicit defined transactions.  The commit and abort 

operations on rounds having their own respective function in concluding of data 

basing of log information.  The data channel in this atomicity management represents 

reliability with recoverable queue and fault tolerance queue.  The evaluation of this 

atomicity maintenance evaluated by stating the boundaries of round, conflicts between 

transactions in the rounds, protocols assured for isolation and roll back of operations 

to achieve performance.  The provenance system with an atomicity feature records the 

event logs of different channel, events, and rounds in a form of provenance ontology 

using serialize ability. [12] 

1.4.2 Scientific Workflow issues in Provenance: The context of scientific 

workflows in a provenance delivers different perceptive on researchers side and 

practitioner side.  Scientific workflows aim scalability, provenance support, 

automation and adoption (SPAA).  The scientific workflows in the provenance raises 

a question on workflow model computation and the research perception states about 

the requirements of the work flow model.  The work flow executions in a provenance 

undertake the research issue about the scalable workflow execution, parallelism, 

workflow optimization.  The workflow designed in a provenance enables the research 
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issue, simplification of design, less programming, linear model etc.  The provenance 

work flows for reuse targets the research issue in adoption of business process 

querying language (BPQL), content management etc.  The provenance models raise 

the research issues about the important specification of open provenance model, 

PROV and W3C models.  Tracking of provenance addresses some research issues like 

provenance over head maintenance, key values from different interfaces while 

capturing provenance.  The issue of querying data from storage of provenance 

addresses query reachable and regular path queries (RPQs).  The research perceptions 

included for querying provenance storage represents mining and discovering of 

workflows to the expected outcomes.  Most of the current day provenance 

applications deal the provenance data with privacy aware approaches.  The 

involvement of security mechanisms and control mechanisms balance the security 

tags involved in provenance applications notifying of overheads on provenance data, 

debugging and fault tolerances enables to promote the efficiently of workflows with 

timestamps.[13] 

The provenance contains different scientific workflows which are queried for 

later uses as provenance is tightly coupled with an integration of heterogeneous 

procedures.  In the discussion of scientific workflow management the knowledge of 

distributed tasks, domain information and relationships between data objects helps for 

the derivation of data linage.  Scientific workflow life cycle incorporates with 

composition, execution and analysis phases.  In the scenario of composition decisions 

are taken in hypothesis way.  This phase admits conception and reusable activities.  

The execution pattern deploys on monitoring and distribution activities.  The analyses 

phase demonstrates query and virtualization procedures.  The data involves in the 

provenance can be captured with different mechanisms based on internal structures 

and external services in heterogeneous environment.  Provenance data can be traced 

by lazy and eager approaches propose be captured with different mechanisms based 

on internal structures and external services in heterogeneous environment.  

work.  In capturing of provenance different levels are stated like operating system 

level, activity level etc.   
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The techniques of capturing the provenance facilitates with annotation and 

inversion strategies.  A prospective provenance can be collected at composition phase 

and a retrospective provenance is collected at execution phase.   In the debate of the 

granularity of a provenance coarse grain provenance generates the whole picture of 

workflows that involves with external environment.  The provenance can be accessed 

with querying of data based on query by example methods usually.  Querying of 

provenance depends on logical programming and semi structured approaches eg., 

COMAD and XML files.  The concept of storage in provenance state the scalability at 

centralized and distributed scenarios with a classification of homogeneous and 

heterogeneous systems.  The strategy of coupling delivers the provenance data 

associations.  In archiving provenance time stamping process delta sequence methods 

are used on workflows to showcase the efficiently of provenance used.[14] 

1.4.3 Privacy issues in Provenance: Analyzing of Scientific workflows, querying of 

provenance data encompasses in revealing of private information that exists in the 

provenance. Many workflow systems deploy their own flow execution models which 

are evidenced in monitoring the provenance. Open provenance availability leads 

privacy concerns. The privacy issues related to the scientific workflows of provenance 

are notified in a Black Box module, where the information of the provenance is not 

leaked. Data mining, privacy preserving approaches makes the perfect data recordings 

by identifying the attributes.  

In the content of privacy preserving, auditing queries and perturbation of 

techniques are taken into account to exhibit the uniqueness of privacy. The work flow 

model of these privacy issues comprises with modules, Input and output data, input 

ports/output ports and parameters for the modules. The privacy managing workflow 

models raises three issues about the privacy of module, privacy of data and privacy of 

the provenance. In preserving the privacy of module all the modules can be termed as 

private and hide the subset data. These workflow modules which raise the privacy 

issues are depicted in the form of graphs where edges and nodes are incurred with 

values. [15] 

The concept of privacy in a provenance raises many questions about analyzing 

of data and provenance queries.  The work flow specifications in a provenance are 
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picturized by using directed acyclic graph which comprised of edges, modules, and 

data flows.  The output of this DAG graph resembles workflow specifications that are 

carried on provenance data items which help to derive privacy levels.  In the part of 

considering data privacy which is identified workflow modules of provenance is 

evaluated with verifiability parameters. The module privacy adopts the intermediate 

data and exhibits it to the user at certain levels.  The concept of sub graph exhibit 

vertices and edges is notified as structural privacy and preserving the privacy levels to 

an extent.  The combination approach of searching with privacy encapsulates the 

unwanted workflows to the query. [16] 

1.4.4 Security issues for Provenance: The involvement of service oriented 

architecture at web and grid environment evaluates the utilization of provenance.  

Providing security concerns to the provenance is dependent on environmental 

architecture to that applications pertaining to SOA services.  GRIPHYN consists of 

set of tools which shows the workflows in grid environment.  The architectural 

models in grid and web environments attached with components, inputs, outputs, 

workflows, messages, and services interact with each other to execute the workflow 

as a process.  The logical components in SOA architectures denoted as provenance 

store where the process concludes with queries, p-assertions and actors.  Security 

issues can be distinguished based on access control over process documentation, trust 

ability frameworks, accountability of p-assertions, sensitivity of p-assertions, and 

storage procedures of p-assertions. [17]  

Querying of data linage from the data provenance can be retrieved under the 

concern of security view.  In the scenario of maintaining confidentiality the scientific 

workflows are analyzed as intra genomic combinations pertaining workflow 

comparisons, unique identifications, size of the workflow and value of the workflow 

was demonstrated.  As the workflow in the provenance is hierarchal security view is 

the dependent post doc approach which results on provenance information.  This 

security new scientific workflow provenance model encompassed with atomicity task, 

composite task, workflow execution provenance task.  These tasks show case the 

granularity and dependency levels for evaluating security model for the work flow 

specifications. SECPROV is a framework which deals the above discussed security 

views in provenance workflows [18] 
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1.5 Chapter Summary  

In this chapter we covered admittance of cloud paradigm from its root level changes 

to the demanding computing situations.  Cloud computing facilities and advantages 

are mentioned through SaaS and importance of provenance with trust was clearly 

structured.  The pivot role of monitoring which helps for cloud auditor assessment 

supported with the picture of cloud computing collaborators, table of different service 

providers and brokers are justified to the maximum extent.  Provenance challenges are 

distinguished with security privacy and workflows were addressed clearly. 
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CHAPTER  2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

To attain the task of Review of Literature we take a systematic approach that involves 

our research area there is a need to identify the relevant data which gives the 

awareness of current topic importance.  In the part of literature review a particular 

integrating ideas which elevate the narrowness of the research area.  Literature review 

enlights the use of methodologies and determine new innovative approaches.   

 

Fig 2. Conceptual view of Process of Review of Literature 

The above diagram give an idea about our process of review of literature in a 

sequential manner in exhibiting of research gaps so, as to find an optimal solution. We 

encounter the different research articles about the need of provenance services, 

provenance for big data and IOT, Trust and Security in using provenance and 

provenance aware auditing. 
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2.1 Need of Provenance 

As Provenance was used in many recent innovative technologies, the 

importance of provenance picturized the data lineage in the perspective of [what, why, 

where, when and how] a data object got modified.  Tracking of provenance helps in 

understanding the problems and enhance the quality requirement level and reduce the 

cost to the proposed benchmark initiatives. Today most of the business priorities are 

integrated with provenance data as mandate implementations for dataflow checks and 

identifying risks. 

2.1.1 Considerable facts of Provenance Services, Tracking, Flow dependencies  
 

The adoption of provenance helps for audit trails, reliability and verification 

issues.  Trust is the main factor which was enabled in cloud services that triggers 

retrieving of provenance data in a structured way.  There are many frameworks which 

provenance aware cloud infrastructure that highlights the provocation issues of 

provenance.  Most of the cloud paradigms fall under three categories SaaS, PaaS and 

IaaS, where the computing ability sharing and utilization of resources about the cloud 

architecture can be evaluated.  Eucalyptus is an example for IaaS service where the 

usage of XML, SOAP protocols, REST protocol, Apache Axis 2/c framework are 

generally used.  Enabling of provenance in the cloud environment represents many 

feasible factors like trust management, QoS, reliability, utilization of resources better 

economic cost approach and detection of faults.   

There are some challenging issues in undertaking of provenance for cloud 

architectures are storage issue related to the granularity levels of provenance, usability 

of resources levels, identification of events and objects in the provenance, automatic 

and consistency levels in data processing, inter relation between cloud services etc.  

The attributes of the provenance data counter data to be processed with method name, 

service and flow control. [19]  

The support of provenance for cloud computing depends on granularity levels 

in collecting of provenance data.  The need of provenance addresses in the scenario of 

data sharing, healthcare sector, security faults and violation issues, context based 

search backup and audit ability.  The storage system in a provenance represents data 

objects with different levels of abstraction which showcases the services as 
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provenance aware storage system.  This prototype service model triggers with 

different functionalities like interceptor for system call information observer for 

tracking provenance records, LASAGNA for log management in provenance and 

WALDO for reading logs and records in a provenance.  The above discussed 

functionalities are incorporated with the help of XEN hypervisor.  In admitting this 

provenance aware storage some protocols are initialized in the transferring of data 

-S3FS.   

The PASS service deploys with protocol properties such as standalone process 

for cloud, cloud database for storage and messaging between cloud store and cloud 

database.  The applicative scenario of provenance granularities exhibits applications 

of provenance, involvements of virtual machines in a provenance, involvement of 

physical machine of provenance and involvement of internet connectivity medium for 

a provenance.  In specific provenance provocation issues raises on virtualization, 

reliability, interoperability, availability and scalability.  The requirements to initiate 

the provenance deals the communications between virtual and physical machines inter 

phases that highlight the security with the factors of confidentiality, integrity and 

audit ability.  The characteristics of the provenance should abide with atomicity rules, 

consistency, data independency, query performance etc. These PASS approaches 

synchronized with data PROVE approach which consists of five layers that are meant 

for policies, workflows, data system and regulations.  This DATA-PROV approach 

complimented with tracking tools for events and networks. [20]  

Data from different domains can be mined by using data mining principles 

which showcases uncertainties and complex similarities.  In the part of investigating 

provenance data collection of data from provenance and security renders more benefit 

for integrity and information values.  Adopting of provenance exhibits the pros and 

cons as two sides of a coin which helps the researchers to make decisions for their 

problem statements.  A secure provenance schemes helps 

confidentiality information for efficient fraud prevention.  Message authentication 

code (MAC) may be used in data provenance by analyzing data packets in a network.  

The role of threat management in provenance was clearly judged with proprietorship 

of provider and the situation occurs in preventing of malicious entities.  The 

categorization of provenance and its collections are differentiated with automatic 
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pruning and legitimacy.  General provenance schemes are classified as location based, 

encryption based and key based.  The security concerns of provenance undertake 

confidentiality, integrity, availability etc.[21] 

Many frameworks proposed about the service of provenance and its 

advantages in cloud platform.  There are many domains which rely on provenance 

data ensuring quality of data, reusability, information retrieval, benchmarking 

strategies and audit trails.  The availability of resources and their threshold levels can 

be assessed with the workflow of provenance data.  This provenance framework 

categorized business services as physical and logical services.  The assumptions of 

this framework inputs the provenance data in an event based message at open 

application programming interface.  This event based messages uses translators and 

adopters for messages and data.  This framework model adopts service provenance 

model engine with different parameters and event sources.  It also considers template 

model service engine which elevates the relationships of services and their thresholds.  

The framework incorporates with storage service provenance model which tells about 

the properties of services and events and time stamps of data.[22] 

The increasing use of provenance data for security and trustworthiness 

synchronized with the elastic feature of cloud platform.  The usage of cloud services 

can be adopted by different users in different geographical locations for accessing the 

resources.  The proposed architecture for secure provenance in cloud platform 

delivers the role of cloud provenance system, host provenance system of auditor.  The 

cloud provenance system consists of authority shell with provenance database which 

are coordinated by collector.  The host provenance system represents provenance 

security and regards the provenance information and send to the common cloud 

storage.  The enforcement of policies uses fine grained and attribute control 

mechanism for inter connecting to the consumer queries.  The ensuring factors of 

integrity, confidentiality are determined by the auditor role as DRBAC (distributed 

role based access control) and provenance query language (PQL). [23] 

Tracking and monitoring of data provenance outcomes the valuable 

information about the uncertainties in correlated computations.  As provenance 

adoption is involved in business health and governance industries where 
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authentication of information without tampering is needed.  Protecting of data 

provenance helps to retrieve the ownership of data, processing of DNA samples used 

at Shaah project, assurance of legal considerations for financial statements, digital 

forensic investigations etc. Provenance maintenance results trustworthiness, 

completeness, data integrity, availability, confidentiality and efficiency on data and its 

activities. Meta data of provenance was carried by the auditors for checking the 

integrity of provenance.  the modifications of these documents are attached to the 

provenance chain.  There are many secure provenance schemes which describes 

provenance chain, provenance records and identification fields.  Secure provenance 

scheme evaluates confidentiality, threshold encryptions based on above discussed 

perspectives.  In considering this secure provenance integrity checksum on 

provenance chain are implemented with some cryptographic hashes.  The approaches 

like integrity spiral in provenance record addresses the features of spiral provenance 

chains with the synchronization of fine grained granularity towards confidentiality.  

Secure provenance model applications enlights with the aggregation of many 

theorems, propositions and proofs.  In implementing of this secure provenance, S-

PROV was introduced which significantly specify the functionalities of kernel layer, 

file system layer and application layer.  The advantage of this S-PROV library is to 

add new entities for a provenance chain based on following system calls they are 

FREAD, FWRITE, PLOGIN, PCOPY, PDELETE, PMONITOR etc. [24] 

Provenance information is an aggregated task of information flow 

dependencies and security concerns.  Provenance exhibits history and evidence of 

data which can show the intensities of control policy access in developing a 

collaborative applications and their planning. SELLinks can be used in web 

management system for web based documents.  The SELLinks programming 

language consists of labels with data and protected with restrictions and shows an 

independent high-level abstraction for user defined policies.   

The organization of security policies with provenance data admit the style of 

blog which consists of blocks.  The labels of SELLinks consist of groups for 

consumer to read and write.  Policies are permitted in composite labels the security 

concerns of the provenance data enabled in SELLinks with PROV action labels.  This 

label helps for non tampering and remits IP addresses for tracking and modification of 
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documents.  CRED argument in SELLinks represents the credentials of user, apply 

right block used for modifying the document.  The SELLinks admits the policy 

compositions in an easiest manner by considering the information analysis techniques.  

The drawback of SELLinks in tracking of documents is a burdensome programming 

for insertion of appropriate labels in considering appropriate data structures at 

provenance levels. [25] 

2.2 Need of Provenance for Big Data and IOT  

The evaluation of different latest sensors are enabled with memory and intelligent 

programming which are interoperable in enhancing of functionalities of resources 

with lower cost automation and high availability services.  IOT methods need 

provenance data in adoption of fair IOT systems.  The concept of provenance can also 

be used in big data as many IT enterprises transform in acquiring confidentiality and 

trust in business domains. 

2.2.1 Considerable facts for the usage of Provenance towards Big Data  and IOT 

Big data is an emerging, innovative platform which enables data provenance 

for some operational tasks.  The privacy and security concern of big data towards the 

use of provenance helps for data intensive systems.  Data governance process involves 

distribution policy, ownership of data and their details.  The annotation approaches of 

provenance helps for big data to attain confidentiality for the stake holders using data 

provenance.  the usage of data provenance admits data reliability, data quality, data 

auditing and data validations which supports data intensive process with the use of 

Hadoop Map reduce jobs.   

The data provenance and its techniques elevate fine grained dependencies, 

workflow dependencies at heterogeneous layered architectures.  CLOUDPROV 

architectures help in modelling and monitoring of data provenance in real time service 

paradigms.  The provocation issues in achieving of big data provenance are usage of 

traditional methods, analyzing of data, multilevel abstractions of data sharing 

information and minimal overhead requirements. Constituting of big data provenance 

targets the challenges of query optimization, different data models, privacy preserving 

techniques, computing issues and visualization tools. [26]  
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The elevation of Big data technology aggregate different databases at higher 

computation levels to ensure reliability, reproducibility and security.  MangoDB can 

be used for storing of data and their workflows in a consistent manner.  In Big data 

the task of capturing provenance is a layered approach which exhibits different 

control mechanisms on data provenance.  The layered architecture of provenance for 

Big data is deployed with storage, application and access layers.  In the part of 

visualizing provenance data we should process some executable targets where 

maintaining of overhead, scalability, flexibility, annotations of user and visualization 

support.  The procedural part about provenance information synchronized with 

administrator and user credentials.  The collected provenance information stored in 

MongoDB and the large data is divided into small chunks stored in the form of files 

which can be retrieved with queries and visualized.[27] 

In present day scenario IOT has vast demand towards the utilization of 

resources by consumer.  The interconnectivity topologies of heterogeneous machines 

are coordinated with IOT to show case the service driven architectures.  Provenance 

takes a major role in providing of security concerns for IOT resource utilizations.  The 

aware of provenance discloses the ownership of data and its time stamp information at 

different granularity levels.  The inclusion of provenance with an aggregation of IOT 

apprise secure provenance techniques, secure IOT device and initiation of RFID to 

IOT approach.  The threat model elevates data provenance secure issues as congestion 

of data analysis, participating entity, packet dropping, legitimate note, intruder nodes 

and RFID tags.  In the part of combining IOT and provenance the provocation issues 

hits more on RFID linked IOT devices, IP linked with IOT devices.  The different 

levels of provenance collected node levels are categorized as phase based and level 

based provenance collections.  Phase based deals with time and location parameters 

and Level based deals with energy consumptions. IOT with respect to WSN the 

showcase issues are integration approaches based on cloud, integration approaches 

based on proxy, integration approaches for internet communication protocols.  In 

discussion towards IOT scenario with provenance enhance the issue of data storage, 

processing data, data binding, interoperability of data and fault tolerance issues.  IOT 

for inclusion of security provenance addresses confidentiality, integrity, factors, chain 

integrity, privacy, availability, distribution of keys and access control. [28] 
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The emerging current day information trends rely on IOT.  The growth in IOT 

usage minimizes the human interaction and human errors for enhancing the quality, 

automation and availableness of facilities.  IOT can be defined as huge entities which 

are interconnected to one another.  The entities can be classified as tangible and 

intangible which are efficient to generate large amounts of data.  In discussion IOT 

security issues mobility is one of the issue that governs security levels with different 

parties.  OWASP project addresses many faults in the segments of encryption, access 

control and role based issues of IOT.  Many business domains encourage quality of 

data and trust worthiness which is a managing activity by the auditor to outcome the 

use of data reusability, reproducibility and performance issues.  The completeness to 

showcase trust of data provenance with related to IOT was involvement of atomicity 

principle on actions, integrity of data cannot be modified, data confidentiality should 

be reserved personal data privacy etc.  the triggering challenging points IOT 

integrated data provenance are bulk data, provenance indexing, multiple stake holders, 

query tools, interoperability and transformation of provenance tasks.[29] 

Auditing process promotes for the new innovations of IOT to target privacy 

and policy factors basing on data provenance.  Generally auditing flows are traced for 

the data which synchronized to the user requirements.  The agenda of enforcing 

privacy and policy matters related to IOT gathering from the data provenance with the 

help of evidence.  IOT was defined as an interoperable communications involved 

connecting physical or virtual devices with advanced improved services.  The 

spectrum of IOT raises the point of ranging the customer, legal security concerns in 

service scenario.  The protection concept in an IOT spectrum incorporated legal 

context in data protection laws and fair principles for information practice.  According 

to federal trade commission of US, IOT system should possess detailed and user 

friendly approach.  In enabling of auditing in IOT sector auditing has to contribute 

with some particular principles like maintaining transparency, secure policies, 

enabling, and consumer policies with rights expression.   

The provocation inclusions for IOT states enforcing of uniform mechanisms to 

all the situations, constraints in deploying regulations tracing and managing 

approaches are not up to the maximum mark.  The data flow in IOT is segmented into 

three planes as regulation constraint plane, mechanism enforcement plane and 
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auditing plane.  In deploying of an audit mechanism transparency, trust and time 

bounds are to be achieved.  Provenance graphs are generated with the help of W3C 

standard and broadly categorize the provenance into observed and disclosed 

provenance.  The observed provenance deals the issues at system level where the 

disclosed provenance deals the issues at application level.  The need of auditing 

declares in representing current system behaviour to the actual system behaviour.  In 

the part of auditing maintaining confidentiality for control access, trust generating for 

integrity of data reach the levels of availability and scalability.  Retrospective security 

approaches help in verification and policy monitoring at a higher level abstractions in 

distributed management. [30] 

2.3 Need of Secure Provenance and Trust for Privacy Preserve 

The cloud computing encompasses with heterogeneity of resources along with 

scalability and elasticity features addresses trust as a crucial issue in improving 

quality of service between different stake holders in cloud environment.  The concept 

of Privacy preserving is a key feature in cloud computing which preferences and 

compensated to some extent by using provenance. Usage of cryptographic approach 

and encryption schemes provides confidentiality and integrity of data with the aware 

of provenance. 

2.3.1 Considerable facts for Secure Provenance and Trust for Privacy Preserve 

A survey towards secure provenance addresses the importance of data, 

metadata and actions performed on that data.  In reviewing different secure 

provenance schemes in cloud sampled the usage of data provenance with work flow 

provenance and cloud provenance.  the granularity levels of data provenance exhibits 

virtual machines provenance, physical machines provenance and network provenance.  

Many secure data provenance frameworks are encouraged in deploying at service 

oriented architectures, operating systems trusted infrastructures, e-science grids etc.  

A data provenance should have the characteristics of confidentiality, compliance 

management and integrity management.  The challenges involved for showcasing 

security data provenance are encryption, querying, auditing, provenance location and 

access control. [31]  
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The proposal of secure provenance with fine grained approach exhibits 

communication overheads and computational overheads for cryptographic operations.  

In the current scenario importance of digital provenance increased due to high 

computational segments, targets HPC and HTC levels.  The proposed frameworks 

admit the provenance system architecture where it consists of an attribute authority 

that authorizes the users to access the cloud server by providing a key.  Cloud users 

are authenticated by cloud servers and then users read write the data provenance to the 

cloud servers.  A third party auditor audits on all the transactions on the cloud server 

data.   The involved security models in this work enhance the parsing approach with 

bi linearity, non de generously and computability approach.   Attribute signatures, 

group signatures and symmetric encryptions for cryptographic operations are achieved 

to the proposed extent. [32] 

Trust plays a main role in data provenance towards security concerns in cloud 

environment.  Most of the cloud infrastructures enable visualization and virtualization 

techniques which addresses trust and security factors.  In the line of providing secure 

data provenance the addressing issues are confidentiality, integrity, privacy and 

availability.  The issue of confidentiality determines sharing of sensitive information 

with enabled protection rules.  Integrity issue represents un forgebility of data with 

time from any unauthorized attacks.  The privacy issue represents protecting the user 

identity expressing trustworthiness.  The availability issue considers data accessibility 

at any time for the demanding situations by authorized users.  The scenario of 

proposed trust model involves with security mechanisms, authentication mechanism 

and key management mechanisms parameters.  The sequence of process for the above 

discussed trust model parameters deploys in establishing of trust with secure data 

flows.[33] 

The evaluations of policies and their management may be consider

cloud platform with the aware of provenance.  Data access policies have a huge 

variance in different machines is a complex task ensuring data policy security 

concerns.  Garm tool enables the approach of policy assessment and monitoring in 

data provenance.  This approach defines the provenance and its reference information 

from empirical executions.  This tool makes the consumers to assign the data policies 

for manipulation and sharing of data.  This Garm tool deploys with stream ciphers 
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which protects the policies without any violations.  This framework offers protection 

of data enforcement of data policies and cross application support.  This tool is 

loosely coupled towards buffer overruns which comprises integrity.  This tool 

provides an independent approach to the consumer about their policies.  Garm does 

not confidently restrict internal leaks which comprised trust worthiness.  In 

showcasing of trust Garm tool describes completeness approach which showcases 

bios image, separate policy server and PCR register.   

This completeness approach towards trust achievement incorporates encryption 

policies, decryption policies and authentication.  Garm tool uses provenance and 

analyzes the state with memory shadow, temporary variables, files and registers.  The 

outcome of this tool is a dynamic approach with instrumenting and computing 

provenance workflows.  This tool represents base provenance strategy, composite 

provenance strategy and merging provenance strategies with cache and identity check.  

The experience of Garm in policy enforcements represents overheads in valgrind 

method, small blocks and big blocks.  This Garm tool exhibits taint analysis from 

heterogeneous applications and minimization of flow in code considerations. [34] 

Trust plays a main role in enabling of cloud services.  In different service 

scenario the issue of trust was discussed in many framework models with the 

security and privacy.  Trust in cloud computing states the initial expected behaviours 

evidence with integrity and risk analyses.  Trust involvement can be categorized with 

factors like reputation, SLA, service, audit standards.  Trust mechanism basing on 

reputation is mostly used in e-commerce services which particularly help the 

performance of reliability between the stake holders.  Trust based SLA validations 

enables comparisons of quality of service, QoS monitoring and self assessment 

feedbacks.  Trust based on services attached with authority of service which maintains 

the profiles and identity of service.  Trust based on audit is emphasized with different 

audit attestation services in ensuring trust worthiness between heterogeneous 

stakeholders of cloud.   

Trust based on policies depends upon public key certifications and validation 

processes which are having specific functionalities that exhibit at that situation.  Trust 
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based on evidence involves with unification of attributes with semantics of belief 

which helps in system performance assessment.  In the session of trust establishment 

and observations.  Trust establishment mainly rely on reputation strategy where the 

assessment test can be carried for provider, auditor and broker.  Trust establishing in 

an integrated view aggregates decisions of auditor, broker and provider.  The decision 

of auditor for enabling trust considers policies and accreditations.  The policies 

accreditations, self assessments are the common considering points in the decision of 

broker and services. [35]  

Trust computing information security and privacy preserving are the key 

factors for enabling of cloud migrations.  The common categorized entities which 

evaluate security concerns in cloud platform is data access compliance and cloud 

infrastructural services.  There are many implications which targets the security 

concern drive to enrich the research directions or comparisons of physical and 

software infrastructures, storage and network access environment data in the cloud 

which signified integrity, confidentiality, identity management and access control etc.  

Cloud security issues encompasses with abstraction of services, control execution, 

involvement of third party etc.  A novel framework aggregates with security 

requirements review of security strengths and cloud security characteristics are 

disclosed.[36]  

The need of auditing for privacy preserving models exhibits the uniqueness in 

elimination of possible threats from data privacy.  The role of auditor can also helps in 

ensuring of quality of service and prevents from insider attacks in the integrity of data.  

Privacy preserving architecture proposed describes the detailed process on how the 

third party auditor submits an audit report to CSP and cloud user.  The scenario starts 

with cloud user getting services from CSP and the same information is shared to TPA.  

session key avoids auditor getting users private information with a time limit and 

audit report on SLA violations will be hand over to CU and CSP.  In the reality the 

uncertainties involved as malicious from third party auditor, CSP and SLA violations.  

The proposed privacy model is endo
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process for third party auditor (TPA).  The validity of this model showcases 

ts of TPA malicious activities and auditing 

with reliability. [37]  

2.4 Need of Provenance aware Auditing  

Auditing is an independent assessment of cloud services and service providers.  It 

triggers the compliance analyses and monitoring of resources to examine for the 

proposed benchmark.  In general the performance audit initiates three tasks which 

resemble economy, effectiveness, and efficiency. 

2.4.1 Considerable facts for Auditing QoS, Data, Accountability, intelligent 

decisions 

The role of accountability in deploying of auditing focuses on different threats 

like malicious insiders, data leakages, uncertain risks, service hijackings, insecure 

programming interfaces etc.  The comparative difference between accountability and 

audit ability shows that accountability deals with the events performed where as audit 

ability deals with logs maintenance.  Enabling of cloud platform determines different 

physical and virtual machines which are monitored and enabled with advanced 

backup and operating system facilities to object the un authorized access for the 

utilization of services.  The data accountability life cycle initialized with planning of 

policies, tracing, logging information, holding of logs safely, report generation, 

auditing and optimization.  The above discussed life cycle phases concluded with 

three layers that is data layer, system layer, workflow layer which are synchronized 

with laws and policies.  The data layer of this data accountability life cycle deploys 

the functionalities with provenance logger and consistency logger.  In data 

accountable life cycle about workflow layer deals in managing of cloud with, 

automation auditing, and accountability of services with pre-processing post 

processing.  In elevating of accountability, monitoring, tracking and domain 

segregations plays a main role. [38] 

As the cloud computing is an aggregated task of services which are invoked 

by client from the provider that determines the quality of service.  The highlighting 

point in measuring QoS endeavours the audit process in the cloud platform.  The 

purpose of audit in cloud computing depends on several issues about the type of the 
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conflict, technical issues, evidence based documentations etc.  There are some 

frameworks suggested for auditing task promoted by CSA, NIST, and ISACA which 

exhibit trust architectures.  The role of auditor for the risk based approach delivers the 

assessment of risks, management objectives balancing.  The need of auditing in IaaS 

and SaaS service in cloud effectively extracts the risk identities by an internal auditor.  

The participation of internal auditor in IaaS service targets connectivity issues, 

network service issues, security issues and data storage issues.  The role of auditing in 

SaaS particularly concentrates on business workflow monitoring service level 

agreements and execution of processes.   

In assessing of risk auditing task may be appended to the outsourcing third 

parties who determine the process of selection, defining and regulating workflows.  

Most of the auditing in cloud platform elevates the aspects on compliance monitoring 

governance of risks, security auditing, auditing database store, auditing business 

oriented agreements, auditing SLAs etc.  The four major stakeholders in auditing 

scenario elevate their functionalities during audit process.  DELOITE auditing 

framework enhances the role of internal audit and compliances which helps to identify 

risk based approach.  It consists of tools proposed by NIST SP800.  KPMG is an 

auditing approach that delivers more about risk relationships at every level of cloud.  

KPMG is auditing service that enables five levels of auditing by encompassing 

protection of data, risk technology, access management rules and operations.[39] 

Auditing information flow represents the transparency of provenance in 

monitoring of compliance about personal data.  Auditing of information flow is a 

pivot task where data controller takes a major role in audit trails.  Traditional audit 

trails mainly focuses on internal working of applications rather than independent data 

and its involvements.  The proposal of data centric audit shows a responsible solution 

for the above discussed demerit.  The information flow control is achieved with trust 

computing base, operating system level and IFC polices with declassifies and 

endorsers.  Data provenance defines where, when how and who based data 

involvement to target verification which outputs the quality.   

A directed graph may be used for pictures the relationships between entities 

and information flows.  The evaluated outcomes for information flow audit towards 
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provenance data showcases anonymous data can be transferred, explicit commitments 

on personal data, no more litigations when the data is deleted if the contract 

completes.  The information flow audit can be picturized as a graph to validate 

compliance and regulations for the proposal of recommendations, third party services, 

authoritative decisions and aggregation process.  The provocation issues for this 

information flow audit are visualization, data abstraction, policy based decision and 

legal relationships. [40] 

The private data was exploited by un authorized stakeholders to check and 

regulate this issue auditing plays a prominent role by taking the base line evidence 

from the provenance.  We know that data provenance is very helpful for auditing 

private data security concerns.  An auditing structured with data protection act 

introduced by the European Union which consists of data controller, data subject and 

data processor entities.  For the validity and reliability of audit data protection act is 

supported with eight principles which help private data protection.  In practicing 

auditing principles, provenance states provenance aware applications with an 

interaction of p-assertions and relationships.  The result of provenance queries is 

represented with directed acyclic graph which showcase the p-assertions on data.  

Provenance incorporating methodology (PrlMe) encompasses with three phases a) 

analysis phase deals with provenance capture, b) graph based approach by actor based 

decomposition and finally, c) involves with application adopting. [41] 

Log analysis is a significant key feature for auditing in securing of provenance at 

cloud platforms.  Accountability life cycles with auditing principles are evaluated 

based on logs which are enforced to determine credibility, privacy, audition and 

security concerns.  This security auditing model addresses preventive controls and 

detective controls which aggregate a new accountable lifecycle.  This accountable 

cloud life cycle deploys into five segments that is provision for legality, policy 

matters, mining of system data, storage for data prediction and application layer.  The 

first segment promotes the law issues which incorporates log data protection and 

authorization.  The policy segment undertakes the data behaviour and analysis for 

incorporation of methods.  The data mining segment involves with the file system 

architectures and hardware topologies management.  The data storage segment notices 

tracking of provenance, data consistency issues.  The application segment targets 
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services auditing, file auditing and auditing in an automated manner.  This auditing 

life cycle evaluates by comparison of post tracking, provenance security functions 

analyses, resistance from tampering, coupling factors, reliability and stability.[42]  

As cloud computing is enabled with different services the philosophy of 

business commodities process as a service that takes a major role in promoting of 

remote auditing.  In suggestion of this remote auditing for business process service 

tools should be deployed for maintaining good raise in economic values.  Most of the 

business process services enable service oriented architectures where a business 

process was stated as set of activities with some specific services for a particular 

product to a consumer.  The enabling this process service in cloud platform delivers in 

efficient management for supply chain activities.   

The internal auditor has some restricted bounds where the services may not be 

useful in all decision making scenarios.  The remote auditing is an outsourcing service 

which promotes business process service that eliminates location constraint.  

Information audit projects on dataflow issues where as operational audit targets the 

systematic operations evolution.  There are some guidelines for business process 

service that is demonstrated by OECD, GLB ACT, HIPAA acts etc.  In security 

concerns for this business process service auditing should be evaluated by the 

following factors authorized roles, differentiation of internal and intra instance for 

business process, guarantying approaches, privilege controlling, and four eye 

principle.  The remote audit is enhanced with technical prerequisites like trusted 

computations, authenticated logs, and resistance for tampering. [43] 

The promising use of big data adoption is more in present day computing 

environment where data analytics play a vital role in auditing.  The research of this 

data analytics admits the auditing role and their significant improvements for the 

reality.  Big data is termed with decisions evaluating on data having the features of 

high volume, velocity and variety with cost effective mode of processing information.  

The urgency of bulk volumes of data usage can be extracted through data mining tools 

to some extent.  In the current day scenario public accounting firms want to polarize 

their audit computations by adopting the advantageous features of data accountability.  

Audit approach towards big data targets on two types of data like financial data and 
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non financial data.  In non financial data the audit role is moderate and the usage of 

tools also is moderate for predicting the business outcomes and fraud detections.  In 

financial data segment auditor takes an active part in collecting and testing data, 

moreover tools used in this segment by the auditor are up to the mark to extract the 

outcomes which show the benchmark.  The provocation issues in undertaking of data 

analytics identifying of auditor, identification o of data availability expected level of 

integrity and expectations and regulations.[44] 

Many complex computing systems are lagging for decision support for 

maintenance.  The role of auditor in taking an intelligent decision is to run the 

machine in a consistent manner by overcoming the challenges.  The usage of data 

provenance with the support of data analytics under the control of auditor exhibits the 

reliable and secure decision making for maintenance of cyber systems.  DUNCAN 

and WHITTINGTON propose recommendation for audit trail in cloud computing are 

as follows data storage issues, log data migrations, information flows, marking digital 

entry points which are gathered by audit trail.  An example of audit trail maintenance 

adopted for rail maintenance which discloses track the maintenance integrity factors 

of connected PDA devices, sensors monitoring, maintenance estimation and finally 

integrated with data mining AI machine learning approaches.[45] 

Audit exhibits different patterns like performance audit, security audit and 

privacy audit.  In deploying of performance audit the three characteristics that have to 

be undertaken are economy, efficiency and effectiveness.  It is difficult to differentiate 

performance audit from traditional audit.   A complete performance audit integrates 

audit on economy, audit on efficiency and audit on effectiveness where audit on 

economy incorporates planned resource utilization, audit on efficiency incorporates 

more optimal outcomes with simplified inputs, and audit on effectiveness incorporates 

perfect matches on desired input and acquired output.   

An independent organization International Organization of Supreme Audit 

Institutions (INTOSAI) defines the standards for the above discussed performance 

audit concept.  Organizing of performance audit evaluates with value chain strategy 

where policy programs, production models, economic performance are involved.  

There are different types of performance audits which are further classified as activity 
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audit, compliance audit and performance oriented audit.  The performance audit 

organization depicts the role of auditor in an organization performance design as a 

dimensional pattern.  The impact of performance audit reveals the prominence in 

many practices compared to the traditional auditing roles. [46] 
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2.5 Chapter Summary  

We draw an attention about review of literature for solving our research problem in a 

planned sequential order.  The first step need of provenance, considerable facts of 

provenance services and tracking were examined more from many research articles.  

Need of provenance for Big data and IOT with few considerable facts are chosen from 

many research scripts.  Considerable facts for provenance security, trust and privacy 

are well interpreted and formed a baseline for scrutinizing provenance 
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CHAPTER  3 

MODELLING THE PROBLEM 

In modelling the problem we undertake a general approach for solving where the 

innovative creation was outlined with a detailed problem solving process. Various 

mathematical literatures and procedures are examined to develop and validate the 

model as self consistency. In this modelling approach limitations are reduced to 

increment the confidence and make more applicative at all computing environments. 

3.1 Proximity in Modelling the Problem 
 
The proximity for this modelled problem deploys the sequence of process as it takes 

the research gaps from the literature survey as a primary step.  The elevated research 

gaps are tagged as problem statements which are used for defining the problem.  

Consistency levels of auditing; acquiring data from cloud through auditing and 

Applicative roles of Cloud broker was clearly discussed.  The proximity level for this 

modelled problem solving involves previous algorithm schemes where its results are 

compared with our proposed mathematical sets in coming chapters. 

 

3.1.1 Consistency levels for Auditing Cloud  

To ensure high availability and high performance cloud is designed as a distributed 

system with servers located at different geographical locations.  Based on consistency, 

availability and partition strategy principle all the service providers maintain 

consistency which provides low latency to improve their performance hike.  The 

approach provides stale data to customer as all the nodes may not maintain accurate 

data.  When we consider interactive applications it needs a strong consistency.  Type 

of consistency may vary based on an application.  Cloud consistency auditing 

structure is a mix of a set of verification clouds and an information cloud. In 

information cloud every bit of information is distinguished with a key.  Cloud 

providers duplicate the data on multiple servers in multiple locations.  Verification 

cloud comprises of a group of clients with unique id for each of them.  Verification 

cloud and information cloud comes on a service level agreement (SLA) before 
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guarantee given by the information cloud. Verification cloud verifies the SLA is 

followed by information cloud or not.   

Liu et al addressed a novel framework which resembles as the above described 

method but this framework supports dual auditing.  This framework depends on 

unsynchronized clock in cloud auditing. It focuses on violations and their intensity. In 

this approach potential service provider was suggested with limitations. [47] 

Gentle Rain structure executes consistency for information cache which is 

distributed.  This structural architecture produces increased overhead, over storage 

and computations. [48]  

The following research script addresses metric related to tuneable consistency 

for detection of inconsistency logic which outcomes the innovative certifications for 

consistency verification models.  This tuneable consistency based on consistency 

index deployed on workload scheduling which acknowledges duplicates at high level 

of abstraction. [49] 

3.1.2 De duplication-Acquiring cloud data through auditing  
 
The need of cloud auditing for carrying of deduplication task involves cloud 

customer, validate or verifier and cloud server.  As the cloud consumer forwards the 

document of a particular cloud server that validate or verifier provides support in 

uploading of document and checking its integrity through audit.  The task of valuator 

or verifier show cased with guidelines that verifies the document for owner ship and 

compares the matching of document in cloud repository.  The proposal of SecCloud  

and SecCloud+ enhances the security by considering genuine information and de 

duplication in cloud environment.  Map reducing methods were enabled in SecCloud 

which considers the object for verification for generating data tags in showcasing of 

genuine information that prevails in the cloud.  The performance of SecCloud was 

noticed as low as this framework considers multiple stages.  The maximization of 

verification procedure with de duplication using encoded information declares 

SecCloud+ framework which is more secure. [50]  

Empirical researchers proposed many options on the issue of de duplication in 

cloud scenario.  Many more proposals produce integrity de duplication mechanism 

which are novel and fit to the hybrid cloud architectures.  These mechanisms 

enhances little computation overheads. [51]  
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The mechanism for server side which elevates the de duplication for encoded 

information was addressed.  The role of server restricted the information changes 

dynamically. This mechanism exposes trust in opposing leak of information, revoking 

client towards safe storage.  This mechanism includes additional computational 

overheads. [52] 

The admissions to de duplication procedure for a key administration task 

ensure safe distribution of keys.  The mechanism deploys on various servers for 

achieving de duplication on convergent key portion on data.  The addressed 

mechanism employs secret key distribution mechanism with encryption and 

decryption based on RAMP approach. [53]  

In the perspective of data storage record level is classified as small chunks.  

Block level message locked encryption was proposed for de duplication to accomplish 

chunk level verification in using small set of data about data.  This novelty approach 

does not support for the storage level of data which was not consistent for 

computation. [54]  

The need of classification between streaming of storage and end to end 

encryption was outlined.  It opens the internal intermediate activities of storage 

streamlining strategies.  The procedure mainly projects the high abstraction popular 

files.  In discussion of disadvantages the efficiency is very low for space allocation of 

data storage. [55]  

  To protect from malicious client in the usage of video a secure measure of de 

duplication mechanism was proposed in the segment of untrusted cloud scenario.  

RSA-OPRF is an algorithm used to implement for the support of video protection 

where the information leakage level is low.  A brute force method behaves like a 

guard for predicting and protecting videos.  In decentralized environment this 

approach has more computational overhead. [56]  

In the scenario of distributed environment an I-SIEVE framework was 

proposed for deduplication where its performance shows a bit difference.  In 

discussion of this framework targets the small computer system application which 

utilizes the carrier medium as internet.  Mostly this I-SIEVE framework fits for tiny 

storage situations with enabled virtual machine applications.  This framework 

consumes more computational overheads as it is accomplished with sensitive data 

security.  [57]  
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3.2 Applicative role of Broker approaches  
 
The delegate role of broker helps the cloud consumer as a fair premium decision in 

the utilization of resources as the consumer was busy in attempting his works, the 

prediction of utilization of resources rating is termed to be bias situation.  The broker 

is an intermediate interface who acquires the accurate information from the service 

between provider and consumer discloses his honesty for consumer benefits or 

in order to emphasize ethical conduct. 

 
3.2.1 Broker approaches for Service Utilizations  
 
Many earlier researchers evaluate SLA policy management frameworks and 

architectures which shows the importance of SLA life cycle in service oriented 

architectures.  CONTRAIL project takes a major role in determining service provider 

services in multi cloud environment.  SLA@SOI framework deals with SLA 

negotiations in comprehensive perspective.  Most of the theories involve the broker 

part for doing intermediate service like negotiations between service provider and 

cloud consumer.    The monitoring, metering in the utilization of available services are 

synchronized with SLA considerations.  These abilities are coordinated with WSLA 

language which supports SLA policies between cloud consumer and provider.  The 

empowering of this language helps to deal SLA automations and negotiations to 

certain extent. [58]  

The involvement of automated services in aggregation of reliability and trust 

factors towards service levels are not feasible in all the situations.  The involvement of 

automated procedures for negotiations, targets time boundaries which discriminate the 

service utilization levels.  Decision making on opponent stake holder tactics may not 

give consistent optimal outcome in the process of bargaining.  Current market strategy 

constraints and heuristic generator strategies are involved. [59]  

Broker takes the part of mediating control service for SLA negotiations for 

choosing the best service provider.  Many broker based approaches are evaluated in 

this theory to exhibit their optimal outcomes in the pattern of SLA negotiations.  

Broker helps as a monitoring service in screening of SLA document for negotiations 

between consumer and provider. [60]  
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The evaluations of broker based frameworks are deployed in integrated 

services of SaaS Provisioning.  The aim of these frameworks synchronizes with SLA 

document evaluates the compliance monitoring and helps in negotiation process.  The 

involvement of sensitivity factors about SLA attributes are considered that exhibits 

few ambiguities. [61] 

The utilization of resources promotes an active plan in predicting financial 

scope.  The cost factor determines time, rental schemes which targets rate of return.  

As the cost stretches with discrete intervals an average weighted model was 

incorporated to show the importance of cost.  A break even analysis was considered 

with a mathematical equation which represents the initial cost and alternative 

attributes for optimal solution.  Most of the uncertainties forecast with identical values 

of cost and time discrete values. [62]  

In SaaS delivery model the consumer may have privileges in configuring 

services whereas, the provider dominates in managing of cloud service for 

maintaining and monitoring of cloud consumers.   In PaaS service model the cloud 

consumer have advantage to create test sets and propose solutions for the cloud 

service.  In IaaS delivery model the consumer face a little bit complexity in 

configuring of infrastructure and installations.  The provider in this IaaS model can 

flexibly manage physical resources which are going to be provisioned for utilization.  

The process of network enabling, hosting and monitoring can be easily manipulated 

by the provider. 

To lucidly clarify the above discussed topics in this chapter 3.1 and 3.2 we tabulated 

the above theoretical procedures. The below Table 3.2.1.1.  gives strategies for 

consistency levels for cloud auditing which clearly differentiates various algorithms 

and list their advantages and disadvantages. Table 3.2.1.2 Broker approaches for 

service utilizations were addressed with different algorithms and showcases their 

advantages and disadvantages. Table 3.2.1.3 Strategies for de duplication helps in 

acquiring cloud data through auditing which considers heterogeneous algorithms with 

their advantages and disadvantages. Broker strategies and Auditor strategies are 

distinguished in a constructive perspective  From the below Table 3.2.2.1   
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Strategies for Consistency levels of Cloud Auditing 
  

Algorithm/Concept Advantages Disadvantages 
Heuristic Audit Approach/ 
Auditing for Consistency. 
[47] 

Select potential service 
provider through user 
access 

Heuristic approach 

Gentle Rain/Usage of 
Clocks.[48] 

Throughput Efficiency 
maximized 

Storage overhead 
maximum 

Consistency Index on 
Selective data/Tuneable 
Consistency.[49] 

Efficient work load 
scheduling Taking more response time 

 
Table 3.2.1.1 Strategies for Consistency levels of Cloud Auditing 

 
Broker approaches for Service Utilizations 

 
Algorithm/Concept Advantages Disadvantages 

WSLA language for 

supporting SLA policies 

[58] 

SLA automation can be 

carried to the maximum 

extent 

Negotiations between 

consumers and providers 

are carried to the minimum 

levels 

Automated negotiations 

with time boundaries for 

discriminate service 

utilizations[59] 

Opponent stake holder 

tactics are predicted for 

decision drawing 

Optimal outcomes for 

bargaining process cannot 

be achieved 

Monitoring service 

screening for SLA 

document was 

addressed[60] 

Broker takes a major role 

to deploy monitoring 

strategy 

Negotiations between 

consumer and provider 

exhibit empirical 

approaches 

Synchronization of SLA 

documents for compliance 

monitoring [61] 

Negotiation process was 

considered more 

Sensitivity factor on SLA 

attributes exhibit 

ambiguity 

Average weighted model 

evaluates the importance 

of cost[62] 

Breakeven analysis was 

computed for the initial 

cost and other alternative 

attributes 

Some discrepancy was 

observed for the derived 

cost attributes  

 
Table 3.2.1.2 Broker approaches for Service Utilizations 
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Strategies for De duplication-Acquiring cloud data through auditing 
 

Algorithm/Concept Advantages Disadvantages 
Map reducing methods 

using SecCloud[50] 

Data tags are generated 

and show case the genuine 

information 

The verification procedure 

for the encoded 

information consider 

multiple stages 

Integrity de duplication 

mechanisms[51] 

Minimizing computing 

overheads 

This novel approach 

cannot fit for all hybrid 

architectures 

Server side algorithm was 

addressed for de 

duplication of encoded 

information [52] 

Evaluating trust and 

opposing the leak of 

information 

Restriction of server for 

the dynamical changes of 

information which 

generate additional 

computational overheads 

Safe key distribution 

mechanism in distributed 

server environment[53] 

Encryption and decryption 

based on RAMP approach 

Deploying of various 

servers in order to achieve 

de duplication 

Block level message 

locked encryption 

algorithm[54] 

Data was classified into 

small chunks for better 

encryption 

This novelty approach 

cannot fit for all storage 

levels 

End to End encryption 

algorithm was outlined[55] 

Streamlining strategies are 

improved at higher level 

abstraction 

Efficiency was considered 

low for data space 

allocations 

RSA-OPRF was 

implemented[56] 

Brute force method was 

used for predicting and 

protecting of video data 

Computational over heads 

are high 

I-SIEVE framework [57] Virtual machine with small 

storage situations are 

applicable 

Security for the sensitive 

data was not accomplished 

to the mark. 

 
Table 3.2.1.3 Strategies for De duplication-Acquiring cloud 

 Data through auditing 
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3.2.2 Comparison of Broker Strategies and Auditor Strategies  
 

Broker Strategies Auditor Strategies 
The objective of cloud broker is to act 

as a mediator for consumer and 

provider in resource utilization 

Cloud auditor objective is to conduct 

audit trail assessment independently 

The responsibilities of broker are 

intermediation, aggregation and 

arbitration 

The responsibilities of auditor is to 

evaluate the trust between cloud 

consumer and cloud provider 

The roles of broker offers value added 

services by enhancing service 

intermediation, service aggregation 

and service arbitration 

The roles of auditor can perform 

security audit, privacy audit and 

performance audit 

Purchasing time of resources was 

saved to the consumer for resource 

utilization 

Assessment of resources can be carried 

without any favours  

Broker can negotiate pre defined 

contracts between provider and 

consumer  

Auditor can assess the contract 

compliance monitoring and does not 

go for complex negotiations. 

Cloud brokerage models are still 

evaluating 

Audit trail assessments are 

standardized 

Broker may have partnership with 

cloud service providers and consumer 

Auditor provides robust, transparent, 

impartial services 

Broker always focus on utilization of 

services between consumer and 

provider but never on security control 

assessments 

Security control assessments can be 

examined more for evaluating trust 

mechanisms 

Broker may not have complete 

privileges in monitoring system and 

kernel level operations 

An auditor can assess system 

operations and kernel level 

 
Table 3.2.2.1 Comparison of Broker Strategies and Auditor Strategies 
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3.3 Research Approach  
 

 

 

Fig3.3: Research Approach 

The research approach enlightens the sequential steps of research assumptions, 

research methods, analyzing of data and its collections and understand with detailed 

interpretations.  The decision making process in this approach involves literature 

survey, identification of research gaps, constituting of research objectives from gaps, 

research methodology design with algorithms which evaluates research methods, 

comparison of outcomes and evaluating the research problem with proper justification 

and finally concluded with conclusion and future scope.   

This research approach is a combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches 

which targets the research problem with determination, reduction, empirical study, 

theoretical validations, participant preferences, framework proposal, transformative 

changes and feasibility towards pragmatic orientation. 
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3.3.1 Research Gaps 

Research Gap1:  

SaaS providers service offering are heterogeneous, may vary in quality of 

service levels that they deliver which exhibit complexity. 

Research Gap2:  

Lack of provenance based audit trail on policy monitoring between potential 

SaaS provider services and customer preferences which lead to an ambiguity. 

Research Gap3:  

efficiency which lead obscure to customer utilization. 

3.3.2 Research Objectives 

Objective 1  

To perform, Performance audit trail on SaaS providers QoS economics. 

Objective 2 

To develop performance audit trails on policies between providers and 

consumer based on provenance and compare the outcomes. 

Objective 3  

based on provenance. 

3.3.3 Problem Statement 

Defining our research problem helps in identifying the importance of performance 

audit for SaaS provisioning in cloud environment.  In determining of economic 

performance of service provider, consumer preferences are considered for utilization 

of quality driven services.  In assessing effective performance policy monitoring was 

considered for evaluating the SLA compliance. To cull the efficient service providers, 

customer utilization percentage of services is considered.  The above defined 
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perspectives are integrated with provenance data to showcase the essence of our 

research work. 

3.3.4 Conceptual view of Proposed Work 

 

Fig 3.3.4.1 Conceptual view of Audit Trail 

Figure-3.3.4.1 depicts the overall scenario of provenance based auditing. Every SaaS 

service in cloud is collaborated with provenance to overcome the unrecoverable 

situations towards their data. Provenance aware services are an integration of 

provenance manager and provenance query manager. Our research work initiates near 

cloud auditor who collects the provenance from the provenance store based on the 

request of either cloud consumer or provider. Cloud auditor performs various 

management operations on the collected provenance data like performance audit, 
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privacy audit and security audit. Performance audit specifically focuses on economic, 

effectiveness and efficiency of services as discussed in figure-2. 

 

  

Fig 3.3.4.1(a): Performance Audit addressing issues 

Figure-3.3.4.1(a) explains the overview on various addressing issues which are to be 

considered while assessing the performance of Cloud service provider. The diagram 

illustrates the three important categories in assessing the performance which are stated 

as economic, effectiveness and efficiency. These three integrated together can provide 

complete performance audit trail. [63] 

 
3.4 Erecting the Problem definition  
 

Most of the SaaS services applications exhibit flexibility, robustness features and the 

performance outages of the SaaS services are minimum are noticed. As per the 

empirical calculations SaaS providers produces availability rate as 99.9% and the 

remained (i.e., 43 minutes) is termed as downtime per month [64]. Generally these 

downtime situations can be complemented with different resources optimization 

techniques. If the downtime situations are more the consumers may migrate to the 

new provider or the providers has to pay penalty for the outage situation to the client. 

In general monitoring services play key role in computation of service deliveries and 

outage performance. In the part of our research we target this issue as key problem 
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and provide the auditor assessment role in constituting Performance audit trail with 

the aware of provenance. 

3.4.1 Acquiring Dataset and Parameters discussion 
 
  

 
Fig:3.4.1.1  Snapshot of Dataset 

 
The above snapshot of dataset is acquired from the previous research contributions 

which are proposed for brokers delegate role in accounting of SaaS services 

provisioned by the provider towards consumer preferences.  This dataset is aggregated 

with four parameters like Availability, reliability, Cost, and Response time where 

these attributes are fulfilled by each service provider.  This data set consists of twenty 

four potential service providers where the choice of consumer preferences triggers for 

service utilizations. 
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3.4.2  Show casing the Brokers algorithm on the modelled problem 
Step: 1 

Let Q = {Q1, Q2, Q3 n} list of QoS attributes 

Step: 2 

Utility driven QoS attributes availability and reliability are taken into 

consideration 

 

Step: 3 

Cost driven QoS attributes cost and response time are taken into consideration 

for this algorithm 

Step: 4 

SP = {SP1, SP2 K} list of potential SaaS provider 

C = {c1, c2 n} vector of Consumer specifies quality of each QoS attribute 

in Q. 

Qr = {Q1
r

n
r} Qos offering of the SaaS Provider SPr 

Step: 5 

The process of ranking is given according to QoS offers of Service provider 

for this,   

The defined utility function for cost driven attributes, is minimization 

parameters taken to cost and response time and for utility driven attributes, 

maximization parameters taken as availability and reliability) 

Utility function           Ur i
n

=1 wi qir  

attributes 
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qir,  is the normalized value for the offer of (SaaS provider) SP r regarding the 

QoS attribute Qi 

wi is the weight associated with the quality attribute(CSB may assign the 

weight) 

Step: 6 

qir, is calculated in two ways 

qir = Qi
 max -  Qi

r / Qi
 max - Qi

 min   Cost driven equation 

qir = Qi
r -  Qi

 min  / Qi
 max - Qi

 min   Utility driven equation 

Step: 7 

Qi
r is the values of QoS attribute where, Qi provided by SPr  

Qi
 max = max(ci, Qi

max  ),     Qi
 min = min(ci, Qi

min  ) where ci is the quality 

requirement of service consumer for Qi 

Qi
 max= max1<j<k ( Qi

j 
)   ,   Qi

 min= min1<j<k ( Qi
j 

)    

Step: 8 

Function F(x) for quality attribute X for the Utility driven 

x x x x  

where x is the normalized value of the offer by SP for X,  

x x represents the sensitivity of the service 

consumer with respect to X. 

x >1 increasingly sensitive, =1 moderately sensitive , and <1 increasing in 

difference 

Function G(x) for quality attribute Y for the Cost driven 

Step: 9 

G(y) =  1- y   y y  
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y x is the SLA value for Y, is the sensitivity towards Y 

G reaches its max which is 1, when y=0 decreases to 0, when y reaches 1. 

Step: 10 

Global Utility function serves to evaluate the SP offer during negotiation 

phase 

   n
i=1 wi = 1 

  

SaaS_ID Availability Reliability Cost($) Response 
Time(ms) 

SP1 0.99988 0.9995 0.322 0.6 
SP2 0.99968 0.99953 0.762 0.2 
SP3 0.99935 0.99962 0.168 0.3 
SP4 0.99988 0.99964 0.804 0.3 
SP5 0.99959 0.99954 0.252 0.4 
SP6 0.99963 0.99958 0.444 0.6 
SP7 0.99939 0.99971 0.664 0.7 
SP8 0.99918 0.99975 0.506 0.2 
SP9 0.99995 0.9999 0.616 0.7 

SP10 0.99958 0.99956 0.484 0.3 
SP11 0.99945 0.99971 0.456 0.7 
SP12 0.99981 0.99976 0.134 0.7 
SP13 0.99911 0.99987 0.3 0.3 
SP14 0.99924 0.99983 0.234 0.5 
SP15 0.99912 0.9998 0.496 0.5 
SP16 0.99948 0.99973 0.454 0.3 
SP17 0.99952 0.99967 0.638 0.5 
SP18 0.99999 0.99962 0.478 0.2 
SP19 0.99944 0.99975 0.674 0.3 
SP20 0.99943 0.99972 0.414 0.5 
SP21 0.99987 0.99957 0.392 0.5 
SP22 0.99959 0.99977 0.544 0.2 
SP23 0.9997 0.99952 0.408 0.4 
SP24 0.99999 0.99992 0.508 0.5 

Table:3.4.2  Normalized Table from Snapshot of Dataset 
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3.5 Chapter Summary 

Modelling the problem task aggregates with logical and technical parameters which 

helps in showcasing the problem solution.  The task of encountering important 

research scripts which are proximity to our identified problem targets in identifying 

consistency levels of auditing, de duplication analysis of auditing that helps for 

designing problem statement.  Broker approaches are taken perusal study which can 

be helpful for comparison with auditor assessment services.  Tabulation for consistent 

level strategies and de duplication in auditing are structured.  Comparison of broker 

strategies and auditor strategies are tabulated.  Our research approach is picturized 

with diagram where research gaps and objectives are clearly stated.  The conceptual 

view of proposed work, problem definition with acquired data set parameters are 

reference segment. 
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CHAPTER  4 

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE AUDIT TRAIL 
ASSESSMENT (EPAT)-ALGORITHM 

 

4.1 Inception  

As the part of auditor assessment task in finding potential service provider and 

evaluating the economy attribute is a burdensome issue in SaaS environment.  The 

evaluating economics for a potential service provider by an auditor exhibit the 

concept in minimization of cost of resources utilization which includes the variables 

of time, quality and quantity.  Auditor assessment task carried with impartial, 

transparent constructive applicative approach which delivers the assessment report of 

the specific active stake holders. The inception of this EPAT under take cloud 

consumer preferences and potential service provider service offerings with their 

mutual concern and encompasses the ethical, technical and conditional analyses 

towards generation of assessment report.  The construction part of this EPAT 

encounters many research scripts expecting solution for our research problem.  The 

EPAT constructive modules are segmented as assortment, assimilation phases, 

algorithm is illustrated mathematically, and the working condition algorithm was 

outlined. 

4.1.1 EPAT Design Background    

The design background of EPAT encounters proximity of different service 

provider attributes from important research scripts.  Service oriented architectures 

enhance data usage with some classifications techniques.  Most of the software 

systems are customised for a specific application needs.  Data provenance enables the 

features of security, integrity, and reliability of data.  Data provenance can be used for 

different cloud services to evaluate quality of service utilization.  The web services 

encompasses with data processing where provenance exhibits the features of 

scalability, accountability, verifiability for audit trails.  The real time data can be 

reusable by studying data life cycle, service volume of data with the concept of 

reusability for data integrity.  Data service monitoring with data integrity checking 

gives out reliability analysis.  The role of provenance manager classifies the data for 
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the type of participants with messages is addressed.  A distinguished table of data 

provenance legacy and provenance for service oriented was tabulated.[65] 

Current day web application need internet as medium in sharing of data and 

resources in a distributed cloud environments.  Many web applications encounter the 

task of sharing data, modifying intermediate data for some computations are noticed.  

The diplomatic role of provenance can help for the above stated issues through audit 

trail where the lineage of actions, process and workflows are recorded.  Provenance 

can be used in scientific, distributed and network environments.  The provenance can 

also be used in social networking in capturing the data as primary need which can be 

analyzed basing on different provenance models.[66] 

Many service oriented architecture operations and tasks are tagged with multi 

versions and multi functionalities in justifying the quality of service.  Provenance 

adoption is one of the solutions in achieving better outcomes in the concept of 

dependability and recoverability.  Dependability issue show case different services 

and their workflow for most of the instances in failure state.  The recording of history 

of data in a provenance is a better aware solution in many fault tolerance schemes.[67] 

Cloud platform services can also be enabled by mobile devices where brokering 

architectures promotes different utility mechanisms that help for consumer and 

provider.  Quality of service parameters like response time, availability, and 

reputations are aggregated with utility equation.  Cloud brokering services 

intermediate between consumer and provider with four signalling flags like attribute 

mapping, analysis, scheduling and monitoring.[68] 

4.2 Design Assumptions of EPAT Algorithm 

The SaaS services in cloud environment are assessed by auditor for independent 

assessment to ensure the predefined quality of service utilization.  To our resource we 

undertake a scenario based provenance as a coarse grained approach which was 

preferences rather than their intermediate computations.  Our research problem targets 

auditor assessment on service providers provisioning of services towards consume 

preferences.  The acquired data from the provenance was handover to the auditor with 

the mutual concern of provider and consumer for this assessment task. 
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4.2.1 Allotment phase         

Basing on earlier studies, efforts and principles our investigation towards research 

problem was elevated in this allotment phase.  In the process of SaaS provisioning the 

task of identifying quality of service attributes decides a prominent role in judging the 

potential service provider.  This complex task is overcome by deploying Grey system 

theory and its approach in deciding and distinguishing quality of service attributes in 

minimizing the uncertainty levels as a first step.  The snap shot table from chapter 

3.4.1 is taken as a baseline support and transform the value of attributes in a 

normalized consistency manner for computations.  By taking the support of Grey 

scale system theory service provider table which contains the quality of service 

attributes are identified for the applicative demonstration of Grey scale approach [69].  

From the chapter table 3.4.2 the quality of service attributes are differentiated as 

utility driven and cost driven attributes.  

 

 
4.2.2 Assimilation phase  
 

In the line of aggregating attributes for computation a strong mathematical 

formulations are endorsed for the allotment attributes.  It is considered that each 

service provider was identified with SaaS_ID as SP1, SP2.....so on up to SPk.  Every 

service provider provisions his list of services as availability, reliability, cost and 

response time.  The identification of utility driven attributes are noted as availability 

and reliability.  The identification of cost driven attributes are noticed as cost and 

response time.  In the way of finding utility score of each service provider 

computations are done for utility driven attributes and cost driven attributes separately 

basing on specific mathematical formulas.  Grade assessment was acquired basing on 

utility score prioritizing highest value of obtained utility score that shows the potential 

service provider as the best. 
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4.3 Formulating the Algorithm  

 

The evaluation of our research problem is accomplished with depicting of flow chart 

and algorithm process clearly.  The working illustration of EPAT Algorithm was 

outlined for some service providers with mathematical formulations   

 

4.3.1 Flowchart for the Algorithm-(EPAT)      

 

 
Fig 4.3.1 Flowchart of EPAT Algorithm 
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4.3.2 Algorithm-(EPAT) process  
 
Step1: Let Quality of Service attributes defined as Q= {q1, q2 ....qn} 

 ie., q1 be the Quality of Service attribute... may be  

[Availability, Reliability, Response time and Cost] 

Where Q is normalized for the consistency of computations,  

So that, the values lie between [0 and 1] 

 
Step2: Let Potential Service Provider list with their service offerings is denoted as 

 SP= {SP1, SP2 ....SPk} 

 Where SP1= Q{q1,q2,....qn} 

 Where SP2= Q{q1,q2,....qn} 

 .... .... .... .... 

 .... .... .... ....  

 Where SPk= Q{q1,q2,....qn} 

 
 ie., q1 be the Quality of Service attribute... may be  

[Availability, Reliability, Response time and Cost] 

 
Step3: Let Quality of Service attributes are classified as Utility driven attributes (UD) 

and Cost driven attributes (CD) 

 ie., Condition : Utility driven attributes (UD) should maximized  

and Cost driven attributes (CD) should minimized 

 

Step4: Find the Max value for each Quality of Service attribute of SP 

 ie., Let MaxQ={Maxq1,Maxq2....Maxqn} 
 

Step5: Find the Min value for each Quality of Service attribute of SP 

 ie., Let MinQ={Minq1,Minq2....Minqn} 
 
Step6: Compute the Difference value using Step4 & Step5 of Quality of Service 
attribute  

 ie., Let Dv={( Maxq1- Minq1), ( Maxq2- Minq2),........ ( Maxqn- Minqn)} 
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Step7: Auditor Assessment of Quality of Service attributes of SP offering list for 

Utility driven attributes (UD) computed as  

 ie., UD=qn-Minqn / Dv(qn) 
 
Step8: Auditor Assessment of Quality of Service attributes of SP offering list for Cost 

driven attributes (CD) computed as  

 ie., CD=Maxqn-qn / Dv(qn) 
 
Step9: Auditor computes the Utility score SP offerings basing on Step7 & Step8 
computed as  

 ie., Us=SPk{UDn+CDn} 
 
Step10: Auditor computes the Grade of each Service provider of SP basing on Step9 

Utility score Us 

 ie., Condition if  Us is Maximum, treated as 1 which show highest priority   
            Grade  
 
 

4.3.3 Working Illustration of (EPAT) Algorithm      

The complexity arises in identification of quality of service attributes as they exhibit 

numerical values with slight differences.  More over the undertaken availability and 

reliability values are in between 0 and 1 based on the Table 3.4.2 where as cost and 

response time numerical values show major differences.  To overcome this problem 

we incorporate the above said values to a common scale structure ie., general 

normalization was used.  As we said availability and reliability values are consistent 

between 0 and 1 as normalized.  The values of cost and response time may not be 

consistent between 0 and 1.  We normalized this cost and response time attributes by 

taking the highest value from that specified column and divided to that individual 

service provider offering. Finally the reorganized Table 3.4.2 was constituted for 

EPAT algorithm computations. 
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In establishing computations for this EPAT Algorithm we take four service providers 
impartially and randomly from the dataset Table 3.4.2. 

SaaS_ID Availability Reliability Cost($) Response 
Time(ms) 

SP3 0.99935 0.99962 0.168 0.3 

SP10 0.99958 0.99956 0.484 0.3 

SP17 0.99952 0.99967 0.638 0.5 
SP24 0.99999 0.99992 0.508 0.5 

Table 4.3.3.1 Service Providers with QoS attributes for offering 

 

For SaaS_ID  SP3  

Choosing Utility driven attributes are Availability and Reliablity 

Availability = 0.99935 

Reliability=0.99962 

Choosing Cost driven attributes are Cost and Response Time 

Cost = 0.168 

Response Time=0.3  

Compute Max Value of  QoS attributes Availability MaxQ=0.99999 

Compute Min Value of  QoS attributes Availability MinQ=0.99911 

Compute Max Value of  QoS attributes Reliability MaxQ=0.99992 

Compute Min Value of  QoS attributes Reliability MinQ=0.9995  

Compute Max Value of  QoS attributes Cost MaxQ=0.804 

Compute Min Value of  QoS attributes Cost MinQ=0.134  

Compute Max Value of  QoS attributes Response Time MaxQ=0.7 

Compute Min Value of  QoS attributes Response Time MinQ=0.2 
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Compute Difference Values of QoS attributes Availability Dv=0.00088 

Compute Difference Values of QoS attributes Reliability Dv=0.00042 

Compute Difference Values of QoS attributes Cost Dv=0.67 

Compute Difference Values of QoS attributes Response Time Dv=0.5  

Audit Trail in Calculation Utility driven attributes Availability  

UD=qn-Minqn / Dv(qn)  

UD = 0.99935 - 0.99911 
             ---------------------  
                    0.00088   
 

UD=0.272727273  
 

Audit Trail in Calculation Utility driven attributes Reliability UD=0.285714286  

Audit Trail in Calculation Cost driven attributes Cost  

CD=Maxqn-qn / Dv(qn) 

CD=0.804 - 0.168  
         ------------------ 
               0.67  
CD=0.949253731 

Audit Trail in Calculation Cost driven attributes Response Time CD=0.8  

Audit Trail for Summative Assessment of Utility driven attributes UDn 

UDn=SPk(Availability)+SPk(Reliablity) 

UDn=0.272727273 + 0.285714286 

Audit Trail for Summative Assessment of Cost driven attributes CDn=  

CDn= SPk(Cost)+SPk(Response Time) 

CDn= 0.949253731+ 0.8  
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Auditor computes the Utility score  of  Service Provider Us 

Us= UDn + CDn  

Us=0.558441559 + 1.749253737 

Us= 2.307695296 

QoS Attributes Max Value Min Value Difference 
Values 

Availability 0.99999 0.99911 0.00088 
Reliability 0.99992 0.9995 0.00042 

Cost($) 0.804 0.134 0.67 

Response Time(ms) 0.7 0.2 0.5 

Table 4.3.3.2 Reckoned computations of MaxValues, Min Values and Difference 
Values of QoS attributes of the Service Providers 

 

SaaS_ID Availability Utility driven Computation 
of Availability 

SP3 0.99935 0.272727273 
SP10 0.99958 0.534090909 
SP17 0.99952 0.465909091 
SP24 0.99999 1 

Table 4.3.3.3 Reckoned computations of Utility driven attribute Availability 

 

SaaS_ID Reliability Utility driven Computation of 
Reliability 

SP3 0.99962 0.285714286 
SP10 0.99956 0.142857143 
SP17 0.99967 0.404761905 
SP24 0.99992 1 

Table 4.3.3.4 Reckoned computations of Utility driven attribute Reliability 
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SaaS_ID Cost($) Cost driven 
Computation of Cost($) 

SP3 0.168 0.949253731 
SP10 0.484 0.47761194 
SP17 0.638 0.247761194 
SP24 0.508 0.441791045 

Table 4.3.3.5 Reckoned computations of Cost driven attribute Cost 

 

 

SaaS_ID Response 
Time(ms) 

Cost driven 
Computation of 

Response Time(ms) 

SP3 0.3 0.8 
SP10 0.3 0.8 
SP17 0.5 0.4 
SP24 0.5 0.4 

Table 4.3.3.6 Reckoned computations of Cost driven attribute  
Response Time (ms) 

 
 

SaaS_ID Utility Score 

SP3 2.30769529 

SP10 1.95455999 

SP17 1.51843219 

SP24 2.84179104 
Table 4.3.3.7 Reckoned computations of Utility Score for QoS attributes of 

Service providers 
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SaaS_ID 
Utility driven 

attribute 
Assessment 

Cost driven 
attribute 

Assessment 

Utility 
Score 

GRADE 
Assessment 

SP1 0.875 0.919402985 1.794403 18 
SP2 0.719155844 1.062686567 1.7818424 19 
SP3 0.558441558 1.749253731 2.3076953 6 

SP4 1.208333333 0.8 2.0083333 13 

SP5 0.640692641 1.423880597 2.0645732 11 
SP6 0.781385281 0.737313433 1.5186987 21 
SP7 0.818181818 0.208955224 1.027137 24 
SP8 0.67478355 1.444776119 2.1195597 10 
SP9 1.906926407 0.280597015 2.1875234 8 
SP10 0.676948052 1.27761194 1.95456 15 
SP11 0.886363636 0.519402985 1.4057666 23 
SP12 1.414502165 1 2.4145022 5 
SP13 0.880952381 1.552238806 2.4331912 4 
SP14 0.933441558 1.250746269 2.1841878 9 
SP15 0.725649351 0.859701493 1.5853508 20 
SP16 0.968073593 1.32238806 2.2904617 7 
SP17 0.870670996 0.647761194 1.5184322 22 
SP18 1.285714286 1.486567164 2.7722814 2 
SP19 0.970238095 0.994029851 1.9642679 14 
SP20 0.887445887 0.982089552 1.8695354 17 
SP21 1.03030303 1.014925373 2.0452284 12 
SP22 1.188311688 1.388059701 2.5763714 3 
SP23 0.718073593 1.191044776 1.9091184 16 
SP24 2 0.841791045 2.841791 1 

Table 4.3.3.8 Computation of Utility Score from Utility driven and Cost driven 
attributes 

From the Reckoned Computations tables Table 4.3.3.2 discloses the calculation of 

Max, Min, Difference values of QoS attributes of the Table 3.4.2.  The Reckoned 

tables 4.3.3.3, 4.3.3.4 for Utility driven attributes.  The Reckoned tables 4.3.3.5, 

4.3.3.6, related to Cost driven attribute computations.  The Table 4.3.3.7 discloses the 

Utility score computation of the illustrated service provider of the algorithm. the 

Table 4.3.3.8 gives the clear glance about Utility driven attribute and Cost driven 

attribute assessments with Utility Score. 
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Graph 4.3.3.1 Audit Trail on Utility driven attributes  

Availability and Reliability 
X-axis: Service Providers Availability & Reliability values 

Y-axis: variations in Utility driven attributes 

 

 

 
Graph 4.3.3.2 Audit Trail on Cost driven attributes  

Cost and Response Time 
X-axis: Service Providers Cost and Response Time values 

Y-axis: variations in Cost driven attributes 
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4.4 Chapter Summary   

EPAT Approach commences with an inception of auditor assessment related to 

economy justification of each service provider.  The design background of EPAT 

algorithm look through some important research scripts and structures some 

assumptions for our research problem.  Segmentation process as allotment and 

assimilation phase trigger in formulating of algorithms with more unambiguity.  The 

illustration of algorithm for few service providers helped to showcase the worthiness 

of EPAT Algorithm.  
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CHAPTER  5 

POLICY MONITORING PERFORMANCE AUDIT 
TRAIL ASSESSMENT ALGORITHM-(PPAT) 

 

5.1 Inception  

The policies in cloud computing in particular to SaaS provisioning are maintained in 

objectives which are mutually agreed on predetermined service concerns between 

cloud provider and consumer.  This SLA policy is maintained with set of principles, 

conditions, service level objectives which acts as a leaflet for both parties (consumer 

and provider).  Broker play an authoritative role in SLA negotiations in monitoring of 

consumer preferences for the service provider service provisioning.  The broker in this 

policy monitoring approach outcomes the bias information related to unfavoured 

judgements in decision making of service utilization.  This scenario was modelled 

with an improved baseline by audit trail assessment approach.  To our research 

problem in monitoring of policy auditor proves transparency in undertaking of 

provenance data.  Many third party auditing consortiums like FEDRAMP, HIPAA, 

PCIDSS etc., are oriented for specific auditing domains which evaluates with 

standards and guidelines.  Proposing of PPAT algorithm innovatively touches the 

policy monitoring approach by taking SLA parameters for audit trail assessment. 

 

5.1.1 PPAT Design background    

In construction of PPAT algorithm parameters of policy, data computations for 

integrity, co relation of data in provenance, service selections, quality requirements, 

provenance records, accountability and credibility of service workflows are 

considered.  Integrity plays a main role for large data computations where the 

sensitivity issues of hardware such as boot time, bios configuration and OS kernel 

services are noticed.  The verification of integrity in cloud platforms enables 

attestations as a property.  Progger tool helps in provenance enabling the logging data 

activities which show cases fake entities, data actions and time stamp 

synchronizations.   
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Event correlate based on pearl is an open source light weight module which is 

enclosed with rule based approach for matching of co relation events [70] 

Auditing ensures authentication and authorization as the two basic pillars for 

enhancing the attributes of availability, security, integrity and confidentiality.  The 

data forensic mechanisms correlate the provenance data events that help for the 

proactive forensic techniques in resource monitoring and provenance tracking. [71] 

The quality of service for the web based ontology was determined by the service 

was 

compared with existing approaches.  A seven step process which outcomes the scope 

of the domain reuse of existing methods, method properties, class hierarchies, class 

differentiations, prioritizing the properties of class and instance.  The above seven 

step process attributes deploys quality of service, determines the functional 

characteristics and metrics to the benchmark values. [72] 

A referencing monitoring with security admin evaluates the authorization of database 

in the usage of provenance.  Provenance based records encompasses with entity roles, 

event operations, preferences and message states.  The profile role of a consumer 

showcases his behaviour towards policy evaluation instance.  The concept of 

aggregation is carried on the above said provenance based records to show the policy 

variations. [73] 

The concept of SLA evaluates the processing of services and their evaluations 

between consumer and provider.  There may be disturbances in processing of services 

such as feedback, security, credibility are concerned.  Reputation is a mutual 

highlighted task for both parties (cloud consumer and cloud provider) which relied on 

SLA life cycle phases.  The feedback mechanisms for SLA policy accountability 

determine authentication credible statistics of the used provenance data about 

processing of services. [74] 
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5.2 Design assumptions of (PPAT)-Algorithm   

 

The function of audit trails policy assessment for PPAT algorithm recommends the 

sequential process.  From the PPAT design background analysis we confidently 

acquire the policy data between consumer and provider with their mutual concern.  As 

the policies are handover to auditor for compliance monitoring the auditor with his 

operational computational activities will review the policy.  Auditor basing on policy 

attributes embeds the mathematical approaches which targets the sensitivity factors of 

assessment score of the particular service provider. 

5.2.1 Allotment phase  

In this allotment phase consumer preferences for the quality of service attributes 

which regulates in the SLA policy are considered.  The values of consumer 

preferences regarding policy attributes are distinguished as it is in chapter 4.  Here the 

consumer is likely to be preferred two attributes strongly from the policy which may 

be availability and response time. To compute this PPAT algorithm table 3.4.2 was 

taken to examine the policy levels as lower bound and upper bound.  The 

distinguished policy attributes for consumer preferences are computed with specific 

mathematical formulas.  In the approach of PPAT algorithm consumer may have more 

notified as sensitivity factor which stands as a base line for PPAT algorithm approach. 

5.2.2 Assimilation phase  

As the performance audit address three issues economy, effectiveness and efficiency 

the construction of PPAT algorithm exposes effectiveness issues transparently.  The 

auditor assessment task for this PPAT algorithm take a responsibility of gathering 

average value for a particular attribute which may reflects in comparison of particular 

attribute that was predetermined in SLA document.  Consumer urge towards services 

of the service provider is taken as sensitivity factor in considering auditor assessment 

for PPAT approach.  The sensitivity values of a particular attribute given by a 

consumer were computed with SLA predefined values [64].  Finally auditor 
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assessment value for utility driven attributes and cost driven attributes are computed 

separately. 

 

5.3 Formulating the Algorithm        

In the scenario of PPAT construction the above discussed details from allotment and 

assimilation phase are taken into consideration.  PPAT flowchart was depicted and 

PPAT algorithm process was clearly scripted with step by step order.  Finally PPAT 

working illustration was carried for the given list of service providers. 

 

5.3.1 Flowchart for the Algorithm-(PPAT)      

 

 
Fig 5.3.1 Flowchart for PPAT Algorithm 
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5.3.2 Algorithm-(PPAT) process 

Step1: Let Quality of Service attributes defined as Q= {q1, q2 ....qn} 

 ie., q1 be the Quality of Service attribute... may be  

[Availability, Reliability, Response time and Cost] 

Where Q is normalized for the consistency of computations,  

So that, the values lie between [0 and 1] 

 

Step2: Let Potential Service Provider list with their service offerings is denoted as 

 SP= {SP1, SP2 ....SPk} 

 Where SP1= Q{q1,q2,....qn} 

 Where SP2= Q{q1,q2,....qn} 

 .... .... .... .... 

 .... .... .... ....  

 Where SPk= Q{q1,q2,....qn} 

 ie., q1 be the Quality of Service attribute... may be  

[Availability, Reliability, Response time and Cost] 

 

Step3: Let Quality of Service attributes are classified as Utility driven attributes (UD) 

and Cost driven attributes (CD) 

 ie., Condition : Utility driven attributes (UD) should maximized  

            and Cost driven attributes (CD) should minimized 

 

Step4: Optimistic assumption on SLA Policy parameter that consumer expect on 

Quality of Service attribute it may be Utility driven attributes (UD) and Cost driven 

attributes (CD)  = (q!
n) 

 [Example:  q!
1 may be for Availability 0.99 for Utility driven attributes (UD)]  

[Example:  q!
2 may be for Response Time 0.2 for Cost driven attributes (CD)] 
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Step5: Find the Max value for each Quality of Service attribute of SP 

 ie., Let MaxQ={Maxq1,Maxq2....Maxqn} 

 

Step6: Find the Min value for each Quality of Service attribute of SP 

 ie., Let MinQ={Minq1,Minq2....Minqn} 

 

Step7: Compute the Difference value using Step4 & Step5 of Quality of Service 

attribute  

 ie., Let Dv={( Maxq1- Minq1), ( Maxq2- Minq2),........ ( Maxqn- Minqn), 

 

Step8: Consumer Urge represented as Sensitivity factor on Optimistic assumption on 

SLA Policy parameter, where Sensitivity factor values may be integer [1 or 2 or 4] 

[where 1 represents Moderate, 2 represents Best, and 4 represents Good] 

S represents Sensitivity factor  

CU=( qn ) S 

Step9: Provider readiness for provision of service on SLA Policy parameter 

Pr=(q!
n) * CU 

Step10: Auditor Trail on Provider provision and Consumer Urge for that Policy 

parameter  

 AT=Pr / Average of ( qn ) 

Step11: Auditor Policy Assessment about that opted SLA Policy parameter for Utility 

driven attributes 

 APA= Average of ( qn ) - Dv 
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Step12: Auditor Policy Assessment about that opted SLA Policy parameter Cost 

driven attributes 

 APA= Average of ( qn ) * Dv 

Step12: Compare the Auditor assessment value for Policy effectiveness of Utility 

driven and Cost driven attributes which are nearer. 

      

5.3.2 Working Illustration of (PPAT) Algorithm  

 

The demonstration of this PPAT algorithm confidently presents the mathematical 

representation baselines for the proposed procedures.  We undertake the below four 

service providers Table 5.3.2.1 for illustration from the Table 3.4.2 from Chapter 3

     

SaaS_ID Availability Reliability Cost($) Response 
Time(ms) 

SP3 0.99935 0.99962 0.168 0.3 

SP10 0.99958 0.99956 0.484 0.3 

SP17 0.99952 0.99967 0.638 0.5 
SP24 0.99999 0.99992 0.508 0.5 

Table 5.3.2.1 Dataset for illustration of PPAT Algorithm 

 

For  SaaS_ID     SP3 

Utility driven attributes from Table 5.3.2.1 are Availability and Reliability 

Optimistic assumption on SLA Policy parameter that Consumer expects Availability 
as 0.99 

Consumer Urge  Sensitivity factor about the Optimistic assumption on SLA Policy 
parameter [Availability]=2 

CU=( qn ) S 

CU= (0.99935)2 = 0.998700423 
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Provider readiness for provision of services on SLA Policy parameter 

Pr=(q!
n) * CU 

Pr=(0.99) * 0.998700423  

Pr=0.988713418 

Auditor Trail on Provider provision and Consumer Urge for that Policy parameter  

 AT=Pr / Average of ( qn ) 

AT=0.988713418 / 0.999577083 

AT=0.989131739  

Auditor Policy Assessment about that opted SLA Policy parameter Utility driven 

attributes  

 APA= Average of ( qn )  Dv 

 APA=0.999577083 - 0.00088 

  APA=0.998697083  

For  SaaS_ID     SP3 

Cost driven attributes from Table 5.3.2.1 are Response Time 

Optimistic assumption on SLA Policy parameter that Consumer expects Availability 
as 0.2 

Consumer Urge  Sensitivity factor about the Optimistic assumption on SLA Policy 
parameter [Availability]=2 

CU=( qn ) S 

CU= (0.3)2 = 0.09  

Provider readiness for provision of services on SLA Policy parameter 

Pr=(q!
n) * CU 

Pr=(0.2) * 0.09  

Pr=0.018  
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Auditor Trail on Provider provision and Consumer Urge for that Policy parameter  

 AT=Pr / Average of ( qn ) 

AT=0.018 / 0.433333333 

AT=0.041538462  

Auditor Policy Assessment about that opted SLA Policy parameter Cost driven 

attributes  

 APA= Average of ( qn )  *  Dv 

 APA=0.433333333 *  0.5  

  APA=0.216666667    

 

QoS 
Attributes Max Value Min Value Difference 

Values 
Availability 0.99999 0.99911 0.00088 
Reliability 0.99992 0.9995 0.00042 
Cost($) 0.804 0.134 0.67 

Response 
Time(ms) 0.7 0.2 0.5 

Table 5.3.2.2 Reckoned computations for Max, Min and Difference Values 

 

 

SaaS_ID 
Utility 
driven 

Atttribute 
Availability 

Computed 
Sensitivity 
factor on 

Availability 
SP3 0.99935 0.998700423 
SP10 0.99958 0.999160176 
SP17 0.99952 0.99904023 
SP24 0.99999 0.99998 

Table 5.3.2.3 Reckoned computations of Consumer Urge on Service Providers 
Provisions for Availability 
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SaaS_ID 
Utility driven 

Atttribute 
Availability 

Providers 
Readiness for 

Policy 
parameter 

SP3 0.99935 0.988713418 
SP10 0.99958 0.989168575 
SP17 0.99952 0.989049828 
SP24 0.99999 0.9899802 

Table 5.3.2.4 Reckoned computations of Providers Readiness for Policy 
parameter Availability 

 

SaaS_ID 
Utility 
driven 

Atttribute 
Availability 

Audit Trail 
on 

Consumer 
and Provider  

SP3 0.99935 0.989131739 
SP10 0.99958 0.989587088 
SP17 0.99952 0.989468291 
SP24 0.99999 0.990399056 

Table 5.3.2.5 Reckoned computations of Audit Trail on Consumer and Provider 
for Availability 

 

Optimistic assumption on SLA  Policy parameter that consumer expect for Utility 
driven attribute Availability of 0.99 

Max Value of Utility driven attribute 
Availability  0.99999 

Min Value of Utility driven attribute 
Availability  0.99911 

Diff Value 0.00088 
Average value of Utility driven attribute 
Availability  0.999577083 

Auditor Policy Assessment about that opted 
SLA Policy parameter for Utility driven 
attribute Availability 

0.998697083 

Table 5.3.2.6 Reckoned computations of PPAT Algorithm Auditor Policy 
Assessment for Utility driven attribute 
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SaaS_ID Cost driven Attribute 
Response Time(ms) 

Computed Sensitivity 
factor on Response 

Time(ms) 

SP3 0.3 0.09 
SP10 0.3 0.09 
SP17 0.5 0.25 
SP24 0.5 0.25 

Table 5.3.2.7 Reckoned computations of Consumer Urge on Service Providers 
Provisions for Response Time 

 

SaaS_ID Cost driven Attribute 
Response Time(ms) 

Providers Readiness for Policy 
parameter 

SP3 0.3 0.018 
SP10 0.3 0.018 
SP17 0.5 0.05 
SP24 0.5 0.05 

Table 5.3.2.8 Reckoned computations of Providers Readiness for Policy 
parameter Response Time(ms) 

 

SaaS_ID Cost driven Attribute 
Response Time(ms) 

Audit Trail on Consumer 
and Provider 

SP3 0.3 0.041538462 
SP10 0.3 0.041538462 
SP17 0.5 0.115384615 
SP24 0.5 0.115384615 

Table 5.3.2.9 Reckoned computations of Audit Trail on Consumer and Provider 
for Response Time 
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Optimistic assumption on SLA  Policy parameter that consumer expect for Cost driven 
attribute Response Time(ms) of 0.2 

Max Value of Cost driven attribute Response 
Time(ms) 0.7 

Min Value of Cost driven attribute Response 
Time(ms) 0.2 

Diff Value 0.5 

Average value of Cost driven attribute Response 
Time(ms) 0.433333333 

Auditor Policy Assessment about that opted SLA 
Policy parameter for Cost driven attribute Response 
Time(ms) 

0.216666667 

 Table 5.3.2.10 Reckoned for computations of PPAT Algorithm Auditor Policy 
Assessment for Cost driven attribute 

 

The above Table 5.3.2.2 discloses the Quality of Service attributes with Max value, 

Min value and Difference Values which are used for calculations in PPAT Algorithm.  

The Reckoned Tables 5.3.2.3, 5.3.2.4, 5.3.2.5, and 5.3.2.6 consists of computation 

values of Utility driven attributes of PPAT Algorithm Auditor Policy Assessment. 

The Reckoned Tables 5.3.2.7, 5.3.2.8, 5.3.2.9, and 5.3.2.10 consists of computation 

values of Cost driven attributes of PPAT Algorithm Auditor Policy Assessment. The 

below Graph 5.3.2.1 showcase the Audit Trail on Utility driven attribute Availability 

and Graph 5.3.2.2 showcase the Audit Trail on Cost driven attribute Response Time 

which can resembled for comparisons towards the computed values in PPAT 

algorithm. 
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Graph 5.3.2.1 Audit Trail on Utility driven attribute Availability 
X-axis: Service Providers Policy parameter Availability values 

Y-axis: Policy parameter variations 

 

 

Graph 5.3.2.2 Audit Trail on Cost driven attribute Availability 
X-axis: Service Providers Policy parameter Response Time values 

Y-axis: Policy parameter variations 
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5.4 Chapter Summary  

In the promotion of PPAT algorithm the inception part acknowledges the importance 

 service, 

profile and policy evaluation depending on consumer and SLA accountability.  The 

design of this PPAT algorithm is synchronized in categorization and aggregation of 

required attributes which was discussed clearly in allotment and assimilation phases.  

Finally the policy effectiveness was illustrated well with examples.  
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CHAPTER  6 

EFFICIENCY PERFORMANCE AUDIT TRAIL 
ASSESSMENT (EFPAT)-ALGORITHM 

 
6.1 Inception  

SaaS provisioning environment enhances with service selections and service delivery 

issues where these features are not monitored at all the time successfully.  The 

optimistic role of auditor plays a vital role in monitoring of consumer preferences of 

services and providers provision of services.  The computation of these services 

efficiency utilization rate can be clearly measured by an audit trail.  As the 

performance audit addresses efficiency as time employed towards delivery which 

showcase the quality of service.  In the proposal of EFPAT algorithm the baseline 

attributes of consumer preferences towards the request of services and the services 

offered by the provider is synchronized with service access time and service 

completion time. 

6.1.1 EFPAT Design background   

The construction part of this EFPAT algorithm process carries in reading some 

importance research contributions which will support and help in designing of 

efficiency audit assessment. Service oriented architectures consists of aggregation of 

heterogeneous services which are loosely coupled at some time where these services 

are communicated using protocols like SOAP, XML etc,.  The advantage of using 

data provenance and ensure data quality, reliability and trust worthiness. GIS Geo 

Information System and many scientific business applications adopts data provenance 

and track their workflow activities in comparison with metadata.   

Provenance usage exhibits the features of scalability, data reproducibility, verifiability 

and accountability.  SOA architectures are deployed with SOA life cycle that consists 

of creation, processing, storing and routing of data.  OpenDB mechanism helps in 

retrieving of data from provenance store.  Many algorithms related to policy checking, 

estimation of data integrity and reliability of service issues are considered for 

adoption of data provenance. [75] 
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In the way of efficiency attributes consideration for performance audit trail 

assessment the method of resource allocation triggers a key role.  As cloud computing 

environment consists of many data centres which are in a network exhibit network 

delays.  Most of these situations are not accountable but fall on the lagging of quality 

of service what was expected.  Total processing time was considered in resource 

allocation optimization.  One functional procedure for the above said demerits 

preventing the downfall rate of quality of service when the demand of expectation is 

more.  The second functional procedure tagged in aggregation of total time of network 

delay for the allocation of resources computation time. [76] 

In part of ensuring privacy and security of data many cloud storage providers 

showcase their trustworthiness.  The point of trusting these parties blindly cannot be 

guaranteed authenticated task.  Many methods and approaches in the market for the 

above said demerit can be achieved by showing an authenticated provider with 

cryptography characteristics.  The approach uses elliptic curve cryptography as 

encryption and decryption modes in ensuring of data security and privacy.  Many 

RSA schemes can also used for the above said issue. [77] 

In choosing of ideal cloud service provider in SOA landscape of cloud computing as 

the provider provision services are quite similar exhibits a burdensome task.  SMI 

cloud (Service Measurement Index) consortium can assess the provider priorities to 

some extent.  Many multi criteria decision making approaches helps in choosing 

provider efficiencies of defined parameters.  Relative service ranking vector method 

was addressed to the above said issue with ranking voting method and information 

entropy theory.  First service last audit was complimented for trust outcomes. [78] 

Cloud platform enables virtual machines for utilization of resources.  Many 

application services can be deployed in virtual machines which are synchronized with 

task are jobs.  In efficiency spectrum maximizing the throughput lead in incrementing 

of high performance systems for computation targets.  The overall jobs, computation 

of resources and i/o data re the striking elements to compute the performance levels.  

The problem notices data centres, locations, data transfer time; job completion time 

and scheduling process of jobs are key agenda in this research. [79] 
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6.2 Design assumptions of (EFPAT)  Algorithm  

In targeting the attribute of efficiency every service provider forwards his service 

provisions for the customer preferences.  The services of the provider will have time 

bounds which are tagged towards policy monitoring and choosing a potential service 

provider. Wastage of resource utilization, idling of data centres with no proper 

scheduling can be avoided if the auditor assessment on resource utilization is properly 

assessed. 

   

6.2.1 Allotment phase 

The efficiency attribute for this performance audit trail assessment consider service 

assess time for a service and service completion time of a service.  These service 

access time and service completion time assumptions are strictly represented as a 

novel optimal solution in the aggregate procedure of performance audit.  There may 

be a chance of service access time of a particular service which may be distinguished 

with identities and time logs.  There is chance of predicting the service completion 

time for a particular service which may be identified with identities and time logs.  In 

the calculation part of these time based tasks we endorsed by taking Table 3.2.4 as 

input which was in an reorganized consistent form as Table 6.3.2.1.  This reorganized 

table elevate the provider services with clear identities and time logs for consumer 

utilization of resources. 

     

6.2.2 Assimilation phase  

The aggregation of allotment phase attributes for justifying the efficiency in 

assessment of performance undertakes strong mathematical approach.  As the service 

access time of a particular service for a particular service provider was predefined.  

Similarly the service completion time of a particular service for a particular service 

provider was predefined the above deployed metric variables give a mathematical idea 

in calculation of total service access time and total service completion time.  The 

auditor assessment carried in computation of service accessible time and service 

completion times of a particular service provider enlights in finding average number 

of services.  Finally the utilization of services by the consumer of a particular service 

provider can be calculated. 
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6.3 Formulating the Algorithm  

As the problem is defined the path of formulation the problem with flow chart gives 

an idea in solving the problem with optimal solution. The output of flow chart 

delivers the preparation of algorithm helps in mathematical baseline.    

 

6.3.1 Flowchart for the (EFPAT)-Algorithm  

 

 
 

Fig 6.3.1 Flowchart of EFPAT Algorithm 
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6.3.2 Algorithm-(EFPAT) process  
 

Step1: Let Quality of Service attributes defined as Q= {q1, q2 ....qn} 

 ie., q1 be the Quality of Service attribute... may be  

[Availability, Reliability, Response time and Cost] 

Where Q is normalized for the consistency of computations,  

So that, the values lie between [0 and 1] 

 
Step2: Let Potential Service Provider list with their service offerings is denoted as 

 SP= {SP1, SP2 ....SPk} 

 Where SP1= Q{q1,q2,....qn} 

 Where SP2= Q{q1,q2,....qn} 

 .... .... .... .... 

 .... .... .... ....  

 Where SPk= Q{q1,q2,....qn} 

 

 ie., q1 be the Quality of Service attribute... may be  

[Availability, Reliability, Response time and Cost] 

 
Step3: Let Potential Service Provider offer his services in Time slots as Service 

Access Time to consumer 

 ie., Time slots may beT={a,b,c....z} 

 ie., Service Access Time of particular time slot TS=T(Ta,Tb,....Tz) 

 ie., Total Service Access Time TSAT=TS(Ta+Tb+....Tz) 

 
Step4: Let Potential Service Provider offer his services in Time slots and determine 

the Services Completion Time 

 ie., Time slots may beTx={a,b,c....z} 

 ie., Service Completion Time of particular time slot TS!=Tx(Ta,Tb,....Tz) 

 ie., Total Service Completion Time TSCT=TS!(Ta+Tb+....Tz) 
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Step5: Let Auditor assessment for Average Time that SP provision towards consumer 
utilization 

ie., Auditor assessment for Average Time AAT 

 

AAT= Total Service Completion Time TSCT  
           -----------------------------------------------      
               Total Service Access Time TSAT 

 
 
Step6: Let Auditor assessment for Utilization of Services by consumer with respect to 

Auditor assessment for Average Time AAT  

ie., Auditor assessment for Utilization of Services   

AUS =  (1/ AAT) * 100 

 

Step7: Finally Efficiency of Utilization of resources by the consumer are compared 

with the values of AUS percentage which helps in prediction of Potential service 

provider   
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6.3.2 Working Illustration of (EFPAT) Algorithm  

The potentiality of the proposed algorithm should represent with strong mathematical 

procedures. Presentation of the proposed algorithm with illustration on the taken 

sample data elevates the role of transparency and robustness in computations.  We 

undertake the service providers data from the given reference Table 6.3.2.1.  The 

illustration is not possible for all the dataset so, we try to illustrate in a curtail form 

and limited to randomly selected data records. The randomly selected data records are 

not shown any partiality in selecting  and mathematical process was demonstrated.  

 

SaaS_ID 
Service 

Accessible 
time for 

Service A 

Service 
Accessible 

time for 
Service B 

Service 
Completion 

Time for 
Service - A 

Service 
Completion 

Time for 
Service - B 

SP1 0.2 0.4 0.97379333 1.947586667 
SP2 0.066666667 0.1333333 0.98707 1.97414 
SP3 0.1 0.2 0.82232333 1.644646667 
SP4 0.1 0.2 1.03450667 2.069013333 
SP5 0.133333333 0.2666667 0.88371 1.76742 
SP6 0.2 0.4 1.01440333 2.028806667 
SP7 0.233333333 0.4666667 1.12103333 2.242066667 
SP8 0.066666667 0.1333333 0.90164333 1.803286667 
SP9 0.233333333 0.4666667 1.10528333 2.210566667 
SP10 0.1 0.2 0.92771333 1.855426667 
SP11 0.233333333 0.4666667 1.05172 2.10344 
SP12 0.233333333 0.4666667 0.94452333 1.889046667 
SP13 0.1 0.2 0.86632667 1.732653333 
SP14 0.166666667 0.3333333 0.91102333 1.822046667 
SP15 0.166666667 0.3333333 0.99830667 1.996613333 
SP16 0.1 0.2 0.91773667 1.835473333 
SP17 0.166666667 0.3333333 1.04573 2.09146 
SP18 0.066666667 0.1333333 0.89253667 1.785073333 
SP19 0.1 0.2 0.99106333 1.982126667 
SP20 0.166666667 0.3333333 0.97105 1.9421 
SP21 0.166666667 0.3333333 0.96381333 1.927626667 
SP22 0.066666667 0.1333333 0.91445333 1.828906667 
SP23 0.133333333 0.2666667 0.93574 1.87148 
SP24 0.266666667 0.5333333 1.00263667 2.005273333 

Table 6.3.2.1 Service Providers Provision of Services with Time bounds 
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SaaS_ID 
Service 

Accessible 
time for 

Service A 

Service 
Accessible 

time for 
Service B 

Service 
Completion Time 

for Service - A 

Service 
Completion Time 

for Service - B 

SP3 0.1 0.2 0.822323333 1.644646667 
SP10 0.1 0.2 0.927713333 1.855426667 
SP17 0.166666667 0.333333333 1.04573 2.09146 
SP24 0.266666667 0.533333333 1.002636667 2.005273333 

Table 6.3.2.2 For Illustration-Service Providers Provision of Services with Time 

bounds 

 

For SaaS_ID  SP3 

Total Service Accessible Time =  

Service Accessible time for Service A + Service Accessible time for Service B 

   0.1+ 0.2 = 0.3 

 

For SaaS_ID  SP3 

Total Service Completion Time =  

Service Completion Time for Service - A + Service Completion Time for Service  B  

  0.822323333 + 1.644646667 = 2.46697 

 

For SaaS_ID  SP3 

Auditor assessment for Average Time for Services provisioned AAT 

Total Service Completion Time TSCT  
AAT= -----------------------------------------------      
        Total Service Access Time TSAT 

 

                    0.3 
=  ----------- = 8.223233   

                 2.46697 
 

For SaaS_ID  SP3 

Auditor assessment for Utilization of Services AUS 

               AUS =  (1/ AAT) * 100 

  = (1/8.223233) * 100  

  = 12.16067 % 
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For SaaS_ID  SP10 

Total Service Accessible Time = 0.3 

Total Service Completion Time = 2.78314 

Auditor assessment for Average Time for Services provisioned AAT= 9.277133 

Auditor assessment for Utilization of Services AUS = 10.77919 % 

 

For SaaS_ID  SP17 

Total Service Accessible Time = 0.5  

Total Service Completion Time = 3.13719 

Auditor assessment for Average Time for Services provisioned AAT= 6.27438 

Auditor assessment for Utilization of Services AUS=15.93783 % 

 

For SaaS_ID  SP24 

Total Service Accessible Time = 0.8  

Total Service Completion Time = 3.00791 

Auditor assessment for Average Time for Services provisioned AAT=3.759888 

Auditor assessment for Utilization of Services AUS=26.59654 % 

 

The above data records from the Table 6.3.2.2 are presented with computed values 

and the step by step EFPAT algorithm illustration was focused on service provider 

SaaS_ID  SP3 
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SaaS_ID Total Service 
Accessible Time 

Total Service 
Completion time 

SP1 0.6 2.92138 
SP2 0.2 2.96121 
SP3 0.3 2.46697 
SP4 0.3 3.10352 
SP5 0.4 2.65113 
SP6 0.6 3.04321 
SP7 0.7 3.3631 
SP8 0.2 2.70493 
SP9 0.7 3.31585 
SP10 0.3 2.78314 
SP11 0.7 3.15516 
SP12 0.7 2.83357 
SP13 0.3 2.59898 
SP14 0.5 2.73307 
SP15 0.5 2.99492 
SP16 0.3 2.75321 
SP17 0.5 3.13719 
SP18 0.2 2.67761 
SP19 0.3 2.97319 
SP20 0.5 2.91315 
SP21 0.5 2.89144 
SP22 0.2 2.74336 
SP23 0.4 2.80722 
SP24 0.8 3.00791 

Table 6.3.2.3 Total Service Accessible Time and Total Service Completion Time 

 

The above Table 6.3.2.3 discloses the information about the service provider 

provision services for Total Service Accessible Time for different instances and Total 

Service Completion Time for different instances. Total Service Accessible Time is 

that Service Accessible time for Service A + Service Accessible time for Service B 

and Total Service Completion Time is that summation of Service Completion Time 

for Service A and Service Completion Time for Service B. 
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SaaS_ID AVG No. of Services by 
the provider 

Utilization(%) of services 
to customer 

SP1 4.868967 20.53824 
SP2 14.80605 6.753996 
SP3 8.223233 12.16067 
SP4 10.34507 9.666443 
SP5 6.627825 15.08791 
SP6 5.072017 19.71602 
SP7 4.804429 20.81413 
SP8 13.52465 7.393907 
SP9 4.736929 21.11073 

SP10 9.277133 10.77919 
SP11 4.507371 22.18588 
SP12 4.047957 24.70382 
SP13 8.663267 11.54299 
SP14 5.46614 18.29445 
SP15 5.98984 16.69494 
SP16 9.177367 10.89637 
SP17 6.27438 15.93783 
SP18 13.38805 7.469348 
SP19 9.910633 10.09017 
SP20 5.8263 17.16355 
SP21 5.78288 17.29242 
SP22 13.7168 7.29033 
SP23 7.01805 14.24897 
SP24 3.759888 26.59654 

Table 6.3.2.4 Average Number of Service by Provider and Utilization rate of 
Services by Consumer 

 

The above Table 6.3.2.3 discloses the information about the Average Number of 

Service by Provider and Utilization rate of Services by Consumer. The Average 

Number of Service by Provider is that Total Service Completion Time divided by 

Total Service Access Time. 
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Graph 6.3.2.1 Service Providers Services Access Time at Instances A & B 

X-axis: Service Providers Time Variations of provision services at Instances of A & B 
Y-axis: Deviation with respect to Time 

 

 

 
Graph 6.3.2.2 Service Providers Services Completion Time at Instances A & B 
X-axis: Service Providers Time Variations of provision services at Instances of A & B 

Y-axis: Deviation with respect to Time 
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6.4 Chapter Summary  

In the scenario of computing efficiency by auditor in performing audit trail 

acknowledges the services and its boundaries.  In our EFPAT algorithm the addressed 

research contributions enables to study about workflow of data in querying process, 

provenance for quality of service, resource allocation methods ensuring privacy, 

parameters for ideal service provider and optimizing of service jobs.  The attributes 

considered in this EFPAT algorithm process was clearly categorized and aggregated 

with lucid descriptions.  Finally EFPAT algorithm working outline was demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER  7 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND RESULT ANALYSIS 
 
7.1 Inception  

In the way of our research approach most of the theoretical assumptions are 

transformed as a mathematical working model.  We aggregate different research 

contributions and investigate our problem in a systematic constructive manner which 

is accomplished as quantitative approach.  We take a responsible task of data 

sampling and illustration of data with strong mathematical methods.  The overview of 

our research results are evaluated form important considerable references which avoid 

duplication and disclose information genuinely.  

7.2 Experimental Setup  About Python Language  

We undertake our simulation process in window s10 environment of 64bit processor, 

2Giga htz speed, RAM 4GB and secondary storage with 4 GB. Our auditor 

assessment research work is a result oriented where we used python programming 

language for results simulation.  It is a troublesome task to exhibit the results 

computations manually.  

Python code is readable and express simplicity programming style which supports 

many memory management, multiprogramming and object oriented programming 

concepts.   Python have different versions which support functional programming; 

module programming, dynamic name resolution and map reduce filter methods.  As 

python is portable and is used for rapid prototyping by the support of libraries.  

Python enables compilation of byte code with virtual machine that processes the 

interpreter utilities.  As python language consists of minimum reserved words which 

have specific functions.  Python supports indentation concept which supports the code 

in a better readable way.  Python takes preliminary data types as Booleans, number 

and strings.  The string operators in python can be used for slicing, repetition and 

concatenation.  There are different string methods which help to transform the text in 

a user defined manner.  Python supports different operators that is arithmetic, 

relational, assignment, logical, bitwise, membership and identity operators.   
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Python control flow statements support if, while and for loops which can be used as 

building blocks for different code segment executions. Python has advanced data 

structures where the data or objects can be placed in list, tuples, dictionaries and set.  

The small chunks of data in python which is used for a specific task is notified as a 

function where python consists of built in functions, recursive functions and fruitful 

functions. Python encompasses with many modules and packages which can supports 

for distributed computing environment.  A test driven feature exhibits the python as a 

different modern programming language which supports GUI concept. [80] 

7.3 Experimental Results - Comparison       

7.3.1 Tables & Graphs         

SaaS_ID Availability Reliability Cost($) Response 
Time(ms) 

Utility 
Score 

GRADE 
ASSESSMENT 

SP1 0.875 0.04761905 0.719402985 0.2 1.794403 18 
SP2 0.64772727 0.07142857 0.062686567 0.1 1.7818424 19 
SP3 0.27272727 0.28571429 0.949253731 0.8 2.3076953 6 
SP4 0.875 0.33333333 0.949253731 0.8 2.0083333 13 
SP5 0.54545455 0.0952381 0.823880597 0.6 2.0645732 11 
SP6 0.59090909 0.19047619 0.537313433 0.2 1.5186987 21 
SP7 0.31818182 0.5 0.208955224 0.8 1.027137 24 
SP8 0.07954545 0.5952381 0.444776119 0.1 2.1195597 10 
SP9 0.95454545 0.95238095 0.280597015 0.8 2.1875234 8 
SP10 0.53409091 0.14285714 0.47761194 0.8 1.95456 15 
SP11 0.38636364 0.5 0.519402985 0.8 1.4057666 23 
SP12 0.79545455 0.61904762 0.062686567 0.8 2.4145022 5 
SP13 0.01136364 0.88095238 0.752238806 0.8 2.4331912 4 
SP14 0.14772727 0.78571429 0.850746269 0.4 2.1841878 9 
SP15 0.01136364 0.71428571 0.459701493 0.4 1.5853508 20 
SP16 0.42045455 0.54761905 0.52238806 0.8 2.2904617 7 
SP17 0.46590909 0.4047619 0.247761194 0.4 1.5184322 22 
SP18 1 0.28571429 0.486567164 0.1 2.7722814 2 
SP19 0.375 0.5952381 0.194029851 0.8 1.9642679 14 
SP20 0.36363636 0.52380952 0.582089552 0.4 1.8695354 17 
SP21 0.86363636 0.16666667 0.614925373 0.4 2.0452284 12 
SP22 0.54545455 0.64285714 0.388059701 0.1 2.5763714 3 
SP23 0.67045455 0.04761905 0.591044776 0.6 1.9091184 16 
SP24 1 1 0.441791045 0.4 2.841791 1 

Table 7.3.1.1 Potential Service Providers for Economic QoS Assessment 
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From the above Table 3.1.1.1 Potential service providers of their quality of service 

offerings was evaluated to disclose the economic potential service provider by the 

audit trail assessment.  As Availability and Reliability are utility driven attributes and 

Cost and Response Time are cost driven attributes computed separated by their 

specific formulas which are showcase in chapter 4. Finally the list of service providers 

with their QoS offerings are computed to find the Utility Score and Grade Assessment 

was complimented 

 

 

 
Graph 7.3.1.1 Utility Score of Service Providers  EPAT algorithm 

X-axis: List of Service Providers with their QoS Service Offerings 
Y-axis: Utility Score 

 

The above graph discloses the List of Service Providers with their QoS Service 

Offerings in X-axis and Utility Score in Y-axis. The Utility Score is calculated by 

categorization of attributes as Utility based and Cost based. In finding of the Utility 

score every attribute of each service provider was aggregated finally to evaluate the 

potentiality of that service provider related to economics. 
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Graph 7.3.1.2 EPAT Algorithm Utility Score and Time Consumed of 

Potential Service Providers 
X-axis: List of Service Providers with their Utility Score and Time Consumed 

Y-axis: Deviation with respect to time  
 

 

Graph 7.3.1.3 Coefficient of Mean Deviation from Medium Values for EPAT 
Algorithm attribute 

X-axis: Different algorithm showcase distortions of data in finding QoS attribute 
Y-axis: Deviation with respect to Availability 

 
The above graph 7.3.1.2 show case potential service providers with Utility Score with 

time bounds on X-axis and Time Scale deviation on Y-axis with clear comparison.   

The above graph 7.3.1.3 and below graph 7.3.1.4 show case disortion in data at 

finding portential service provider. In X-axis elarbi Broker Algorithm, Topsis 

Algorithm and EPAT Algorithm was strected and Deviation in disortion in data for 

Availability attribute Graph 7.3.1.3 and Response Time Graph 7.3.1.4 with respect to 

algorithms are depicted clearly for comparisons.   
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Graph 7.3.1.4 Coefficient of Mean Deviation from Medium Values for EPAT 

Algorithm attribute 
X-axis: Different algorithm showcase distortions of data in finding QoS attribute 

Y-axis: Deviation with respect to Response Time 
 
 

SaaS_ID Availability 
Computed 

Sensitivity Value on 
Availability 

SLA Value on 
Availability 

Auditor Assessment 
Value on Availability 

SP1 0.99988 0.999760014 0.989762414 0.990181178 
SP2 0.99968 0.999360102 0.989366501 0.989785098 
SP3 0.99935 0.998700423 0.988713418 0.989131739 
SP4 0.99988 0.999760014 0.989762414 0.990181178 
SP5 0.99959 0.999180168 0.989188366 0.989606888 
SP6 0.99963 0.999260137 0.989267536 0.98968609 
SP7 0.99939 0.998780372 0.988792568 0.989210922 
SP8 0.99918 0.998360672 0.988377066 0.988795244 
SP9 0.99995 0.999900003 0.989901002 0.990319825 
SP10 0.99958 0.999160176 0.989168575 0.989587088 
SP11 0.99945 0.998900303 0.988911299 0.989329703 
SP12 0.99981 0.999620036 0.989623836 0.990042541 
SP13 0.99911 0.998220792 0.988238584 0.988656704 
SP14 0.99924 0.998480578 0.988495772 0.988914 
SP15 0.99912 0.998240774 0.988258367 0.988676494 
SP16 0.99948 0.99896027 0.988970668 0.989389097 
SP17 0.99952 0.99904023 0.989049828 0.989468291 
SP18 0.99999 0.99998 0.9899802 0.990399056 
SP19 0.99944 0.998880314 0.98889151 0.989309906 
SP20 0.99943 0.998860325 0.988871722 0.989290109 
SP21 0.99987 0.999740017 0.989742617 0.990161372 
SP22 0.99959 0.999180168 0.989188366 0.989606888 
SP23 0.9997 0.99940009 0.989406089 0.989824702 
SP24 0.99999 0.99998 0.9899802 0.990399056 

Table 7.3.1.2 Audit Trail Assessment on Policy Parameter-Availability 
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The above Table 7.3.1.2 discloses the informatin about the Audit Trail Assessment on 

Policy Parameter  Availablity. As the auditor assessment is requested by th both 

parties consumer and provider, initially SLA policy value is assumed as 0.99 by them. 

The consumer urge is notified as sensitivity on particular attribute availablity is 

computed. Basing on sensitivity SLA value variation of Availablity is computed and 

finally auditor assessment value on that particular attribute was computed and 

tabulated for each service provider which has to be compared with Auditor 

assessment value of Policy Attribute.  The below Table 7.3.1.3 also show case the 

same for Response Time. 

 

SaaS_ID Response 
Time(ms) 

Computed 
Sensitivity 
Value on 

Response 
Time(ms) 

SLA Value on 
Response 
Time(ms) 

Auditor 
Assessment 

Value on 
Response 
Time(ms) 

SP1 0.6 0.36 0.072 0.166153846 
SP2 0.2 0.04 0.008 0.018461538 
SP3 0.3 0.09 0.018 0.041538462 
SP4 0.3 0.09 0.018 0.041538462 
SP5 0.4 0.16 0.032 0.073846154 
SP6 0.6 0.36 0.072 0.166153846 
SP7 0.7 0.49 0.098 0.226153846 
SP8 0.2 0.04 0.008 0.018461538 
SP9 0.7 0.49 0.098 0.226153846 
SP10 0.3 0.09 0.018 0.041538462 
SP11 0.7 0.49 0.098 0.226153846 
SP12 0.7 0.49 0.098 0.226153846 
SP13 0.3 0.09 0.018 0.041538462 
SP14 0.5 0.25 0.05 0.115384615 
SP15 0.5 0.25 0.05 0.115384615 
SP16 0.3 0.09 0.018 0.041538462 
SP17 0.5 0.25 0.05 0.115384615 
SP18 0.2 0.04 0.008 0.018461538 
SP19 0.3 0.09 0.018 0.041538462 
SP20 0.5 0.25 0.05 0.115384615 
SP21 0.5 0.25 0.05 0.115384615 
SP22 0.2 0.04 0.008 0.018461538 
SP23 0.4 0.16 0.032 0.073846154 
SP24 0.5 0.25 0.05 0.115384615 

Table 7.3.1.3 Audit Trail Assessment on Policy Parameter-Response Time 
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SLA  Pre-defined Policy Value for Utility driven attribute Availability of 0.99 

Average value of Utility driven attribute Availability  0.999577083 

Auditor Assessment Value for Utility driven attribute 
Availability 0.998697083 

Table 7.3.1.4 Computed Auditor Assessment values for Availability 

 

SLA  Pre-defined Policy Value for Cost driven attribute Response Time(ms) of 0.2 

Average value of Cost driven attribute Response Time(ms) 0.433333333 

Auditor Assessment Value for Cost driven attribute 
Response Time(ms) 0.216666667 

Table 7.3.1.5 Computed Auditor Assessment values for Response Time 

 

SaaS_ID 
elarbi Broker 

algorithm on SLA 
Policy 

Auditor 
Assessment 

on SLA 
Policy 

SP1 3.027706005 0.990181178 
SP2 3.075286013 0.989785098 
SP3 3.062593027 0.989131739 
SP4 3.063706005 0.990181178 
SP5 3.051097017 0.989606888 
SP6 3.027181016 0.98968609 
SP7 3.014677026 0.989210922 
SP8 3.074236034 0.988795244 
SP9 3.015853002 0.990319825 

SP10 3.063076018 0.989587088 
SP11 3.014803023 0.989329703 
SP12 3.015559008 0.990042541 
SP13 3.062089037 0.988656704 
SP14 3.038362032 0.988914 
SP15 3.038110037 0.988676494 
SP16 3.062866022 0.989389097 
SP17 3.03895002 0.989468291 
SP18 3.075937 0.990399056 
SP19 3.062782024 0.989309906 
SP20 3.038761024 0.989290109 
SP21 3.039685005 0.990161372 
SP22 3.075097017 0.989606888 
SP23 3.051328013 0.989824702 
SP24 3.039937 0.990399056 

Table 7.3.1.6 Policy Assessment Comparison between Broker and Auditor 
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From the Table 7.3.1.4 and Table 7.3.1.5 show case the computed values of auditor 

with regard to policy parameter attributes Availability and Response Time. Where the 

assumed pre defined SLA values are also considered.  These Tables form a 

benchmark value about the policy parameters and compared to the nearer values as 

best from the computed Tables 7.3.1.2 and Table 7.3.1.3 

 

 

Graph 7.3.1.5 elarbi Broker algorithm on SLA Policy 
X-axis: Service Providers Variations in Policy Parameter 

Y-axis: Deviation with respect to Policy 
 

 

Graph 7.3.1.6 Auditor Assessment on SLA Policy  PPAT algorithm 
X-axis: Service Providers Variations in Policy Parameter 

Y-axis: Deviation with respect to Policy 
 

The above Graph 7.3.1.5 and Graph 7.3.1.6 clearly picturized the comparison of elarbi 

Broker policy assessment and Auditor Assessment through PPAT algorithm about 

their undertaken policy with respect to effectiveness of time instance 
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SaaS_ID 
Total 

Service 
Accesible 

Time 

Total 
Service 

Completion 
time 

AVG No. of 
Services by 
the provider 

Utilization(%) 
of services to 

customer 

SP1 0.6 2.92138 4.86896667 20.53823878 
SP2 0.2 2.96121 14.80605 6.753995833 
SP3 0.3 2.46697 8.22323333 12.16066673 
SP4 0.3 3.10352 10.3450667 9.666443264 
SP5 0.4 2.65113 6.627825 15.08790591 
SP6 0.6 3.04321 5.07201667 19.71602354 
SP7 0.7 3.3631 4.80442857 20.81412982 
SP8 0.2 2.70493 13.52465 7.393906682 
SP9 0.7 3.31585 4.73692857 21.11072576 
SP10 0.3 2.78314 9.27713333 10.77919185 
SP11 0.7 3.15516 4.50737143 22.18587964 
SP12 0.7 2.83357 4.04795714 24.70381886 
SP13 0.3 2.59898 8.66326667 11.54298994 
SP14 0.5 2.73307 5.46614 18.29444544 
SP15 0.5 2.99492 5.98984 16.69493676 
SP16 0.3 2.75321 9.17736667 10.89637187 
SP17 0.5 3.13719 6.27438 15.93782971 
SP18 0.2 2.67761 13.38805 7.469347665 
SP19 0.3 2.97319 9.91063333 10.09017251 
SP20 0.5 2.91315 5.8263 17.16355148 
SP21 0.5 2.89144 5.78288 17.29242177 
SP22 0.2 2.74336 13.7168 7.290330106 
SP23 0.4 2.80722 7.01805 14.24897229 
SP24 0.8 3.00791 3.7598875 26.59654046 

Table 7.3.1.7 Consumer Utilization of Provider Services with Time Bounds 

 

 
Graph 7.3.1.7 EFPAT Algorithm on Utilization of Services 
X-axis: Service Providers Time Variations on Service Utilization 

Y-axis: Deviation with respect to Time 
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The above Table 7.3.1.7 show case the novel approach of efficiency computation on 

the providers services utilization by the consumer. This table show case the computed 

values of Total Service Acceble time of provider given to the consumer and Total 

Service Completion time given to the consumer. Finally Utilization of Consumer was 

disclosed. 

 

7.3.2 Sample Source Code of EPAT, PPAT, EFPAT Algorithms  

We simulate our research results in Python language, and we use Jupyter Notebook 

which can be avail as a open source application in web platform. This Jupyter 

Notebook used to create code instantaneously, it consists of built in libraries that 

support for visualizations and sharing of documents are also feasible and supported by 

colab. 

 

Sample Code for EPAT algorithm 

In [ ]: import pandas as pd from matplotlib import pyplot as plt import  
 
In [ ]: 'drive/MyDrive/PHD/x.xlsx' as  
numpy np In [ ]: from google.colab import drive drive.mount('/content/drive') In [ ]: excel_file = tocode = 
pd.read_excel(excel_file) # opening Excel File tocode 
 
In [ ]: avail_maxi = tocode["Availability"].max() avail_mini = tocode["Availability"].min() avail_diff = 
round(avail_maxi - avail_mini response_diff))(str)) ,5print("Differrence Value of ResponseTime(ms) is : "+)  
#Caliculating Maximum,Minimum,Diffrence for Availability  
 

In [ ]: #Use this if you want to print("Maximum Value of Availability is : "+str(avail_maxi)) print("Minimum Value of 
Availability is : "+str(avail_mini)) print("Differrence Value of Availability is : "+str(avail_diff)) #Printing 
Maximum,Minimum,Diffrence for Availability  

In [ ]: relia_maxi = tocode["Reliability"].max() relia_mini = tocode["Reliability"].min() relia_diff = round(relia_maxi 
- relia_mini,5) #Caliculating Maximum,Minimum,Diffrence for Reliability  

In [ ]: print("Maximum Value of Reliability is : "+str(relia_maxi)) print("Minimum Value of Reliability is : 
"+str(relia_mini)) print("Differrence Value of Reliability is : "+str(relia_diff))  

In [ ]: cost_maxi = tocode["Cost($)"].max() cost_mini = tocode["Cost($)"].min() cost_diff = round(cost_maxi - 
cost_mini,5) #Caliculating Maximum,Minimum,Diffrence for Cost($) 
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 In [ ]: print("Maximum Value of Cost($) is : "+str(cost_maxi)) print("Minimum Value of Cost($) is : "+str(cost_mini)) 
print("Differrence Value of Cost($) is : "+str(cost_diff))  

In [ ]: response_maxi = tocode["Response Time(ms)"].max() response_mini = tocode["Response Time(ms)"].min() 
response_diff = round(response_maxi - response_mini,1) #Caliculating Maximum,Minimum,Diffrence for 
ResponseTime(ms) 

 In [ ]: print("Maximum Value of ResponseTime(ms) is : "+str(response_maxi)) print("Minimum Value of 
ResponseTime(ms) is : "+str(response_mini 

In [ ]: avail_maxi = tocode["Availability"].max() avail_mini = tocode["Availability"].min() avail_diff = 
round(avail_maxi - avail_mini ,5)  
#Caliculating Maximum,Minimum,Diffrence for Availability  

In [ ]: #Use this if you want to print("Maximum Value of Availability is : "+str(avail_maxi)) print("Minimum Value of 
Availability is : "+str(avail_mini)) print("Differrence Value of Availability is : "+str(avail_diff)) #Printing 
Maximum,Minimum,Diffrence for Availability 

 In [ ]: relia_maxi = tocode["Reliability"].max() relia_mini = tocode["Reliability"].min() relia_diff = 
round(relia_maxi - relia_mini,5) #Caliculating Maximum,Minimum,Diffrence for Reliability  

In [ ]: print("Maximum Value of Reliability is : "+str(relia_maxi)) print("Minimum Value of Reliability is : 
"+str(relia_mini)) print("Differrence Value of Reliability is : "+str(relia_diff))  
In [ ]: cost_maxi = tocode["Cost($)"].max() cost_mini = tocode["Cost($)"].min() cost_diff = round(cost_maxi - 
cost_mini,5) #Caliculating Maximum,Minimum,Diffrence for Cost($)  
In [ ]: print("Maximum Value of Cost($) is : "+str(cost_maxi)) print("Minimum Value of Cost($) is : "+str(cost_mini)) 
print("Differrence Value of Cost($) is : "+str(cost_diff)) 
In [ ]: response_maxi = tocode["Response Time(ms)"].max() response_mini = tocode["Response Time(ms)"].min() 
response_diff = round(response_maxi - response_mini,1) #Caliculating Maximum,Minimum,Diffrence for 
ResponseTime(ms)  
 
In [ ]: print("Maximum Value of ResponseTime(ms) is : "+str(response_maxi)) print("Minimum Value of 
ResponseTime(ms) is : "+str(response_mini response_diff)) (str)) print("Differrence Value of ResponseTime(ms) is : "+ 
 
In [ ]: tocode["Obtained Reliability"] = (tocode["Reliability"] - relia_mini)/relia_diff 
In [ ]: tocode["Obtained Cost"] = (cost_maxi - tocode["Cost($)"])/cost_diff 
 
In [ ]: tocode["Obtained ResponseTime"] = (response_maxi - tocode["ResponseTime(ms)"])/response_diff 
 
In [ ]: tocode["Utility Score"] = tocode["Availability"] + tocode["Reliabil ity"] + tocode["Cost($)"] + 
tocode["Response Time(ms)"] 
 
In [ ]: tocode["Grade Assessment"] = tocode["Utility Score"].rank(ascending=0) 
 
In [ ]: tocode["Utility Score"] = tocode["Obtained Availability"] + tocode[ 
"Obtained ResponseTime"]+tocode["Obtained Reliability"]+tocode["Obtained Cost"]tocode 
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Sample Code for PPAT algorithm 

In [ ]: import pandas as pd import numpy from matplotlib import pyplot as plt import numpy as np  

In [ ]: from google.colab import drive drive.mount('/content/drive')  
In [ ]: excel_file = 'drive/MyDrive/PHD/y.xlsx' tocode = pd.read_excel(excel_file) # opening Excel File tocode 
In [ ]: Average_Availability_SaaS_ID = tocode["Availability"].mean(axis=0) #Average_Availability_SaaS_ID # 
calculating Average of Availability of SaaSID  
In [ ]: tocode['SP(Availability)Sensitivity ^^2'] = tocode['Availability']** 2 #calculating SP(Availability)Sensitivity ^^2 
In [ ]: tocode['SLA * SP(Availability)Sensitivity ^^2'] = tocode['SP(Availab ility)Sensitivity ^^2']*0.99 #calculating SLA 
* SP(Availability)Sensitivity ^^2  

In [ ]: tocode['SLA* SP(Availability)Sensitivity ^^2 / Average Availability of SaaS_ID'] = tocode['SLA * 
SP(Availability)Sensitivity ^^2']/Aver age_Availability_SaaS_ID #calculating SLA* SP(Availability)Sensitivity ^^2 / 
Average Availabi lity of SaaS_ID  

In [ ]: tocode['Percentage of Availability'] = numpy.floor(((tocode['SLA* SP (Availability)Sensitivity ^^2 / Average 
Availability of SaaS_ID']/0. 99)*100)) #calculating Percentage for Availability table  

 In [ ]: tocode['SP(Response Time) Sensitivity ^^2'] = tocode['Response Time (ms)']**2 #calculating SP(Response Time) 
Sensitivity ^^2  

In [ ]: Average_Response_Time_of_SaaS_ID = tocode["Response Time(ms)"].mean( axis=0) #calculating 
Average_Response_Time_of_SaaS_ID In [ ]: tocode['SLA* SP(Response Time) Sensitivity ^^2'] = tocode['SP(Respo nse 
Time) Sensitivity ^^2']*0.2 #calculating SLA* SP(Response Time) Sensitivity ^^2  

In [ ]: tocode['SLA* SP(Response Time) Sensitivity ^^2 / Average Response T ime of SaaS_ID'] = tocode['SLA* 
SP(Response Time) Sensitivity ^^2'] /Average_Response_Time_of_SaaS_ID #calculating SLA* SP(Response Time) 
Sensitivity ^^2 / Average Respo nse Time of SaaS_ID 

In [ ]: response_table = tocode[["SaaS_ID","Response Time(ms)","SP(Response Time) Sensitivity ^^2","SLA* 
SP(Response Time) Sensitivity ^^2", "SLA* SP(Response Time) Sensitivity ^^2 / Average Response Time of 
SaaS_ID","Percentage of Response time"]] #Total response Table Calculated and printed response_table 

In [ ]: tocode['SP(Cost) Sensitivity ^^2'] = tocode['Cost($)']**2 #calculating SP(Cost) Sensitivity ^^2  

In [ ]: Average_Cost_of_SaaS_ID = tocode["Cost($)"].mean(axis=0) #calculating Average_Cost_of_SaaS_ID  

In [ ]: tocode['SLA* SP(Cost) Sensitivity ^^2'] = tocode['SP(Cost) Sensit i vity ^^2']*0.5 #calculating SLA* SP(Response 
Time) Sensitivity ^^2 In [ ]: tocode['SLA* SP(Cost) Sensitivity ^^2 / Average Cost of SaaS_ID'] = tocode['SLA* SP(Cost) 
Sensitivity ^^2']/Average_Cost_of_SaaS_ID #calculating SLA* SP(Response Time) Sensitivity ^^2 / Average Respo 
nse Time of SaaS_ID In [ ]: Cost_table = tocode[["SaaS_ID","Cost($)","SP(Cost) Sensitivity ^^2" ,"SLA* SP(Cost)  
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Sample Code for EFPAT algorithm 

In [ ]: import pandas as pd from matplotlib import pyplot as plt import numpy as np 

 In [ ]: from google.colab import drive drive.mount('/content/drive')  

In [ ]: excel_file = 'drive/MyDrive/PHD/z.xlsx' tocode = pd.read_excel(excel_file) # opening Excel File 
 In [ ]: tocode 
In [ ]: tocode["Total Service Accesible Time"] = (tocode["Service Accessible time for Service A"] + tocode["Service 
Accessible time for Service B"] ) # Calculating the Total Service Accesible Time  
In [ ]: tocode["Total Service Completion time"] = (tocode["Service Completio n Time for Service - A"] + tocode["Service 
Completion Time for Servi ce - B"])  
In [ ]: tocode["AVG No. of Services by the provider"] = tocode["Total Servic e Completion time"]/tocode["Total Service 
Accesible Time"] 

 In [ ]: tocode["Utilization(%) of services to customer"] = (1/tocode["AVG N o. of Services by the provider"])*100  

In [ ]: Final_Table = tocode[["SaaS_ID","Service Accessible time for Service A","Service Accessible time for Service 
B","Total Service Accesible Time","Service Completion Time for Service - A","Service Completion Time for Service - 
B","Total Service Completion time","AVG No. of Se rvices by the provider","Utilization(%) of services to customer"]] 
Final_Table 
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7.4 Chapter Summary 

The showcasing of results carried in this chapter demonstrated in a systematic 

manner. The introduction approach of Python language was lucidly explained.  The 

outcomes of our algorithms EPAT with detail computations are tabulated and 

comparison graphs are structured with explanation.  The outcomes of PPAT and 

EFPAT algorithms with comparison graphs depicted and explanation text was 

presented. A sample code of these three algorithm show case as a reference to our 

simulation process. 
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CHAPTER  8 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Cloud Computing is a paradigm which is adopted by many stakeholders for achieving 

optimal service utilization in cloud environment. Software as a Service (SaaS) model 

sensitized many consumers to adopt cloud services based on its key characteristics 

and advantages. Metadata called provenance, is the most considerable factor for 

deriving unambiguous conclusions upon data stored in cloud. Auditing the data and 

and cloud service providers services effectiveness. Hence this research work focuses 

on performance assessment of a cloud service provider with respect economy, policy 

effectiveness monitoring and Cloud service providers services efficiency. All the 

earlier efforts and frameworks deliver performance assessments which are subjective 

to the specific issue and exhibit isolatable solutions to those demanding situations for 

that computing environment. The proposed work is an Audit trail of assessing cloud 

service provider based on economy, effectiveness and efficiency based on provenance 

data in cloud environment which gave a conclusion that Service providers can be 

better assessed based on provenance data by auditor than a cloud broker. 

In future this idea can be enhanced by improvising assessment policy of service 

ice assessment incorporating migration support in heterogeneous 

clouds. Securing provenance for performing performance assessments is another most 

challenging issue which is to be addressed. This research idea can also be carried with 

Meta heuristics algorithms and artificial intelligence methods. Encompassing the 

utilization of these methods seems to be more promising for optimality of outcomes in 

real time environment of cloud computing for SaaS provisioning.  These open issues 

lead for discussion of new research interrogations as a starting point for future 

research to the coming researchers. 

 

 

 


